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Shri {Jaj*xan Makaraj Shikshan prcsak kl*ntlcl,s

Sharadchandra Pawar Institute of Management
Master of Business Administration (MBA) - Revised Syllabus 2019

Teachers and studenrs are aware of the stated Programme and course outcomes of the
Programmes offered by the institution.

Semester-I
Semester-I GC_OI 101 - Managerial Accounting

CO
COGNITIVE
ABILITIES COURSE OUTCOMES

co10t.l REMEMBERING

DESCRIBE the basic concepts related to Accounting, Financial
Statements, Cost Accounting, Marginal Costing, Budgetary Control
and Standard Costing

co101.2 UNDERSTANDING
EXPLAIN in detail, all the theoretical concepts taught through th-
svllabus.

col0l.3 APPLYING
PERFORM all the necessary calculations through the relevant
numerical problems.

co101.4 ANALYSING
ANALYSE the situation and decide the key financial as well as non-
financial elements involved in the situation.

col0l.s EVALUATING EVALUATE the financial impact of the decision.

Semester-I GC_02 102 - Organizational Behaviour

CO
COGNITIVE
ABILITIES COURSE OUTCOMES

co102.1 REMEMBERING
DESCRIBE the major theories, concepts, terms, models, frameworks
and research findings in the field of organizational behavior.

cot02.2 UNDERSTANDlNG
EXPLAIN the implications of organizational behavior frorr the
perspectives of employees, managers, leaders and the organization.

co102.3 APPLYINC
MAKE USE OF the Theories, Models, Principles and Frameworks of
organizational behavior in specific organizational settings.

co102.4 ANALYSING
DECONSTRUCT the role of individual, groups, managers and
leaders in influencing how people behave and in influencing
organizational culture at lqge.

co102.5 EVALUATINC
FORMULATE approaches to reorient individual, team, managerial
and leadership behaviour inorder to achieve organizational goals.

co102.6 CREATING
ELABORATE UPON the challenges in shaping organizational
behavior, organizational cnlture and organizational change.



Semester-I GC_03 103 - Economic Analysis for Business Decisions

CO
COGNITIVE
ABILITIES COURSE OUTCOMES

co103. r REMEMBERING DEFINE the key terms in micro-economics.

co103.2 UNDERSTANDING
EXPLAIN the key tems in micro-economics, from a managerial
perspective.

co103.3 APPLYING
IDENTIFY the various issues in an economics context and
DEMONSTRATE their significance from the perspective of business
decision making.

co 103.4 ANALYSING
EXAMINE the inter-relationships between various
economics from the perspective of a consumer,
market, competition and business cycles.

facets of micro-
firm, industry,

co103.5 EVALUATING
DE\ELOP critical thinking based on principles of micro-economics
for informed business decision making.

co103.6 CREATING
ANTICIPATE how other firms in an industry and consumers will
respond to economic decisions made by a business, and how to
incorporate these responses into their own decisions.

Semester-I GC-04 104 - Business Research Methods

CO
COGNITIVE
ABILITIES COURSE OUTCOMES

co104.1 REMEMBERING
DEFINE various concepts & terms associated with scientific business
research.

cot04.2 T]NDERSTANDING
EXPLAIN the terms and concepts used in all aspects ofscientihc
business research.

co 104.3 APPLYING
MAKE USE OF scientific principles of research to SOLVE
contemporary business research problems.

col04.4 ANALYSING
EXAMINE the various facets of a research problem and
ILLUSTRATE the relevant aspects ofthe research process from a
data driven decision perspective.

co104.5 EVALUATING

JUDGE the suitability of altemative research designs, sampling
designs, data

collection instruments and data analysis options in the context of a
given real-life business research problem from a data driven
decision perspective.

co104.6 CREATING
FORMULATE altemative research designs, sampling designs, data
collection instruments, testable hypotheses, data analysis stategies
and research reports to address real-life business research problems.

to\------
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Semester-I GC_05 105 - Basics of Marketing

CO
COGNITIVE
ABILITIES COURSE OUTCOMES

co 105.1 REMEMBERING
RECALL and REPRODUCE the various concepts, principles,
frameworks and tems related to the function and role of marketing.

co105.2 LN{DERSTANDING

DEMONSTRATE the relevance olmarketing management concepts
and frameworks to a new or existing business across wide variety of
sectors and ILLUSTRATE the role that marketing plays in the .tool

kit' of eyery organizational leader and manager.

co 105.3 APPLYING
APPLY marketing principles and theories to the demands of
marketing function and practice in contemporary real world
scenarios.

col05.4 ANALYSING

EXAMINE and LIST marketing issues pertaining to segmentation,
targeting and positioning, marketing environmental forces, consumer
buying behavior, marketing mix and Product Life Cycle in the
context of real world marketing offering (commodities, goods,
serviccs. e-prod ucts/ e-services ).

col05.5 EVALUATING
EXPLAIN the interrelationships between segmentation, targeting and
positioning, marketing environment, consumer buying behavior,
marketing mix and Product Life Cycle with real world examples.

co10s.6 CREATING

DISCUSS altemative approaches to segmentation, targeting and
positioning, the marketing environment, consumer buying bchavior,
marketing rrix and Product Life Cycle in the context ofreal world
marketing offering (commodities, goods, services, e-products/ e-
services.).

Semester-I GC_06 106 - Digital Business

CO
COGNITIVE
ABILITIES COURSE OUTCOMES

co106.1 RXMEMBERING
DESCRIBE the conceptual framework of e commerce, mobile
commerce and social commercE.

co106.2 LTNDERSTANDIN
G

SUMMARIZE the impact of information, mobile, social, digital, IOT
and related technologies on society, markets & commerce.

co106.3 APPLYING
ILLUSTRATE value creation & competitive advantage in a digital
Business environment.

co 106.4 ANALYSING
EXAMINE the changing role of intermediaries, changing nature of
supply chain and pa).,ment systems in the online and offline world.

co 106.5 EVALUATING
ELABORATE upon the various types of digitaI business models and
OUTLINE their benefits and limirations.

col06.6 CREATING
DISCUSS the various applications of Digital Business in the present
day world.

ffi



Semester-I GE-UL-01 107 - Management Fundamentals

CO
COGNITIVE
ABILITIES COURSE OUTCOMES

co107.1 REMEMBERING
ENUMERATE various managerial competencies and approaches to
management.

co10'7.2 UNDERSTANDING
EXPLAIN the role and need ofPlanning, Organizing, Decision
Making and Controlling.

co107.3 APPLYING
MAKE USE OF the principles of goal setting and planning for
simple as well as complex tasks and small projects.

co107.4 ANALYSING
COMPARE and CONTRAST various organizational structures of
variety of business and not-for-profit entities in a real world context.

co 107.5 EVALUATING

BUILD a list of the decision making criteria used by practicing
managers, leaders and entrepreneurs in routine and non-routine
decision making situations and EVALUATE and EXPLAIN the
same.

co107.6 CREATING
FORMULATE and DISCUSS a basic controlling model in a rcal life
business, start- up and not-for-profit organizational context.

Semester-I GE. UL - 02 108 - Indian Economy

CO
COGNITIVE
ABILITIES COURSE OUTCOMES

co108.1 REMEMBERING
DESCRIBE the present state of lndian Economy and LIST major
economic policy issues in the current context.

co108.2 IINDERSTANDING
EXPLAIN the economic development strategy since Independence
and DISCUSS the priorities in the current context.

co108.3 APPLYING

ILLUSTRATE the economic impact of Monetary policy and Fiscal
Policy, Economic Reforms, Demographic Transition in lndia,

Changing profile of GDP, Growth and Inequality and Trade Policy in
the Indian context.

co108.4 ANALYSING
EXAMINE the changing profile of human capital, employment,
productivity and ILLUSTRATE the linkages with Soft
Infrastructure, growth of Stafi-ups, GDP composition of India.

co108.s EVALUATING
DETERMINE the key priority areas, across various dimensions, for
the Indian Economy in the context of current economic environment.

col08.6 CREATING
BUILD a case for co-existence of MNCs, Indian Public Sector,
Indian Private Sector, SMEs, MSMEs and Starl Ups in the Indian
Economy.

ffifla&
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Semester-l GE - UL. 03 109 - Entrepreneurship Development

CO
COGNITI\,'E
ABILITIES COURSE OUTCOMES

co109.1 REMEMBERING
DEFINE the key terms, LIST the Attributes and Characteristics of
Entrepreneurs features and ENUMERATE the Factors influencing
Entrepreneurship Crowth.

co109.2 UNDERSTANDING
DISCUSS various theories of entrepreneurship and the
entrepreneurship development ecosystem in Indian context.

col09.3 APPLYING
APPLY the theories of entrepreneurship and entrepreneurship
development framework to analyze and identifu entrepreneurial
oppornrnities.

co 109.4 ANALYSING
DISCRIMINATE between potential options available for
entrepreneur for embarking on establishing a Start Up

col09.5 EVALUATING
EVALUATE the staft up ecosystem and the entrepreneurial
opportunities in light ofrequirements of a business plan.

co 109.6 CREATING
CREATE a business plan that captures entrepreneurs and variety of
entrepreneur motivations, entrepreneur culture and sectoral
opporhrnities and fi nancing options.

Semester-I CE-UL-04 110 - Essentials of Psychology for Managers

CO
COGNITIVE
ABILITIES COURSE OUTCOMES

co110.1 REMEMBERING DEFINE the basic concepts ofpsychology.

co1l0.2 LTNDERSTANDING EXPLAIN the sensing and perceiving processes.

col10.3 APPLYING APPLY principles of leaming and conditioning to human behavior.

co110.4 ANALYSING
ILLUSTRATE the linkages between leaming, memory and
information processing.

co1l0.5 EVALUATING
EXPLAIN the basic intrapersonal processes that influence social
perception.

Semester-I GE-UL-05 1 11 - Legal Aspects of Business

CO
COGNITIVE
ABILITIES COURSE OUTCOMES

co111.1 REMEMBERING DESCRIBE the key tems involved in each Act.

coll1.2 UNDERSTANDING SUMMARIZE the key legal provisions of each Act.

co111.3 APPLYING ILLUSTRATE the use of the Acts in common business situations.

col11.4 ANALYSING
OUTLINE the various facets of basic case laws of each Act from a
legal and managerial perspective.

col I 1.5 EVALUATING
DEVELOP critical thinking by making judgrnents related to use of
various provisions of the Acts in business situations

ffi&'M



Semester-I GE-UL-06 112 - Demand Analysis and Forecasting

CO
COGNITIVE
ABILITIES COURSE OUTCOMES

coll2.t REMEMBERING
DESCRIBE the key terms associated with demand analysis, demand
estimation and demand forecastins.

cott2.2 UNDERSTANDIi,.lG
SUMMARIZE the use of demand forecasting in various functions of
management.

col 12.3 APPLYING IDENTIFY the pros and cons ofvarious forecasting methods

co1t2.4 ANALYSING DECONSTRUCT a forecast into its various components

col t2.5 EVALUATING
BUILD a forecast for common products and services using time,
series data.

Semester-I GE-IL-OI 113 - Verbal Communication Lab

CO
COGNITIVE
ABILITIES COURSE OUTCOMES

co1l3.1 REMEMBERING
RECOGNZE the various elements of communication, channels of
communication and barriers to effective communication.

co113.2 LlNDERSTANDING
EXPRESS themselves effectively in routine and special real world
business interactions.

co113.3 APPLYING DEMONSTRATE appropriate use of body language.

co113.4 ANALYSING
lArr-E, rAr(I tN prolesslonal meetlngs, gloup dlscusslont
telephonic calls, elementary interviews and public speaking
q,c1 ir.,i ti e c

co1l3.s EVALUATING
APPRAISE the pros and cons of sample recorded verbal
communications in a business context.

co113.6 CREATING
CREATE and DELIVER elfective business presentations, using
appropriate technology tools, for common business situations.

Semester-I GE - IL. 02 1L4 - Enterprise Analysis - Desk Research

CO
COGNITIVE
ABILITIES COURSE OUTCOMES

co114.1 REMEMBERINC

DESCRIBE the key historical, organizational, market related,
financial, governance, leadership and social responsibility
dimensions ola real world business organization.

col14.2 UNDERSTANDING
SUMMARIZE the regional, national and global footprint of a real
world business organization.

col14.3 APPLYING
DEMONSTRATE the use of secondary offline and online
resources to profile a real world business organization.
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co1l4.4 ANALYSING
ANALYSE, using tables and chafis, the trends in market standing
and financial performance of a real world business organization over
the last 5 vears.

co114.5 EVALUATING
COMPOSE a succinct summary of future plans of a real world
business organization the company website, shareholders reports and
other information available in the public domain.

co114.6 CREATING
IMAGINE the key challenges and opportunities for a real world
business organization in the immediate future (1 to 3 years).

Semester-I GE-IL-03 115 - Selling & Negotiations Skills Lab

CO
COGNITIVE
ABILITIES COURSE OUTCOMES

col15.1 REMEMBERING DESCRIBE the various selling situations and selling types.

co115.2 UNDERSTANDING
OUTLINE the pre-sales work to be carried out by a prolessional
salesperson.

co1l5.3 APPLYING
IDENTIFY the key individuals involved in a real world sales process
lor a real world product/ service / e-product / e-service.

col15.4 ANALYSING
FORMULATE a sales script for a real world sales call for a product/
service 'e- product / e-servicc.

co115.5 EVALUATING
DECONSTRUCT the pros and cons of sample real world sales calls
for a product/ service / e-product / e-service.

co11s.6 CREATING
DEVELOP a sales proposal for a real world product/ seruice / e-
product / e- service and for a real world selling situation.

Semester-I GE-IL-04 116 - MS Excel

CO
COGNITIVE
ABILITIES COURSE OUTCOMES

co116.1 REMEMBERING
SELECT appropriate menus and functions of MS Excel to Create,
Format, Import, Merge, Save, Print Spreadsheets & Charts using
business data.

co116.2 UNDERSTANDINC
SHOW how to do basic troubleshooting and fix mistakes most
people make when working with spreadsheets.

co116.3 APPLYING
USE various functions of MS Excel, Execute pivot table analysis,
common (and powerful functions), and different types of lookups
(vlookup, hlookup, and index/match).

co116.4 ANALYSING
ILLUSTRATE the use of the most commonly used data-
manipulation commands in MS Excel.

col16.5 EVALUATING
DERIVE insights from multiple data sources in MS EXCEL and
work with it to answer relevant business questions.

col16.6 CREATING
CREATE standard Excel Templates for routine business data
managemenl and analys is activilies.
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Semester-l GE-IL-05 117 - Business Systems and Procedures

CO
COGNITIYE
ABILITIES COURSE OUTCOMF],S

col17.1 REMEMBERING
TABULATE the key elements of a typical business system and
related work flow procedures.

co1t7.2 UNDERSTANDTNG EXPLAIN a business system and related procedures.

co1l7.3 APPLYING PRIDICT the fail points / bottle necks in a tlpical business process.

cot17.4 ANAI-YSING
BREAK DOWN a business system into simpler components and
explain the inter- relarionships.

col17.5 EVALUATING DEVELOP a process based thinking approach.

co117.6 CREATING
CREATE standard operating procedures and flow charts / other
visual representations for typical business systems and processes.

Semester-I GE - IL- 06 118 - Managing Innovation

CO
COGNITIVE
ABILITIES COURSE OUTCOMES

cot 18.I REMEMBERING
DESCRIBE the key ideas relevant to innovation, intellectual
property, business models

co1l8.2 UNDERSTANDING
INTERPRET the various theories of innovation and EXPLAIN with
examples the types of innovation.

co1 18.3 APPLYING
EXPERIMENT WITH innovation as a systematic process and
generate innovative ideas for new products and services.

co118.4 ANALYSING
DISSECT contemporary start-up businesses for their business
models, extent of innovation, success and failure.

col18.5 EVALUATING
CREATE an inventory of product and process innovations for daity
use consumer products and routine business processes in a typical
organization.

co118.6 CREATING

CREATE a potential list of innovation needs for India in the local.
regional and national context and ASSESS the likelihood of
conshxcting a business model around these needs in the current local,
regional and national context.

Semester-I GE _ IL- 07 119 - Foreign Language I
CO

COGNITIVE
ABILITIES COURSE OUTCOMES

co119.1 REMEMBERING RECALL and SPELL simple words in the loreign language

col19.2 UNDERSTANDING
TRANSLATE simple sentences from English to the foreign language
and vice- versa.

co1l9.3 APPLYING
CONSTRUCT a dialogue, in the foreign language, for basic human
interactions in a social context.
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co119.4 AKE PART lN an interaction in a non-business setting using the

co1l9.5 EVALUATING INTERPRET a short write up written in the 1l lan

Semester-II

Semester-II GC_07 201 - Marketing Management

CO
COGNITIYE
ABILITIES COURSE OUTCOMES

co20l.l REMEMBERING DESCRIBE the key terms associated with the 4 Ps of marketing.

co20t.2 UNDERSTANDING

COMPARE and CONTRAST various approaches to pricing for a

real world marketing oflering (commodities, goods, services, e-
products/ e-services.)

co20l.3 APPLYING
DEMONSTRATE an understanding olvarious channel options for a

real world marketing offering (commodities, goods, services, e-
products/ e- services.)

co201.4 ANALYSING
EXAMINE the product line of a real world marketing offering
(cornmo4ities, goods, services, e-products/ e-services.)

co201.s EVALUATING
EXPLAIN the role of various communication mix elemcnts for a real
world marketing offering (commodities, goods, services, e-products/
e-services.)

co20l.6 CREATING
DESIGN a marketing plan for a real world marketing offering
(commodities, goods, services, e-products/ c-services.)

Semester-II cc-08 202 - Financial Management

CO
COGNITIVE
ABILITIES COURSE OUTCOMES

co202.t REMEMBERING

DESCRIBE the basic concepts related to Financial Management,
Various techniques of Financial Statement Analysis, Working
Capit?I, Capital Structure, Leverages and Capital Budgeting.

co202.2 UNDERSTANDING EXPLAIN in detail all theoretical concepts throughout the syllabus

co202.i APPLYING
PERFORM all the required calculations through relevant numerical
problems.

co202.4 ANALYSING

ANALYZE the situation and
' comment on financial position of the firm
' estimate working capital required
' decide ideal capital structure
' evaluate various project proposals

co202.5 EVALUATING
EVALUATE impact of business decisions on Financial Statements,
Working Capital, Capital Structure and Capital Budgeting of the firm
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Semester-II GC_09 203 - Human Resource Management

CO
COGNITIVE
ABILITIES COURSE OUTCOMES

c0203.1 RTMEMBERING
DESCRIBE the role of Human Resource Function in an
Organization.

co203.2 REMEMBERING ENI 4ERATE the emerging trends and practices in HRM.

co203.3 UNDERSTANDING
ILLUSTRATE the different methods of HR Acquisition and
retention.

co203.4 APPLYING
DEMONSTRATE the use of different appraisal and training methods
in an Organization.

co203.s ANALYSING OUTLINE the compensation strategies of an organization

co203.6 EVALUATING
INTERPRET the sample job descriptions andjob specifications lor
contemporary entry level roles in real world organizations.

Semester-II GC_ IO 204 - Operations & Supply Chain Management

CO
COGNITIVE
ABILITIES COURSE OUTCOMES

co204.t REMEMBERING
DEFINE basic tenns and concepts related to Production, Operations,
Services, Supply Chain and Quality Managcment.

co204.2 LINDERSTANDING
EXPLAIN the process characteristics and their linkages with process-
ploduct matrix in a real world context.

co204.3 APPLYING
DESCRIBE the various dimensions of production planning and
control and their inter-linkages with forecasting.

co204.4 ANALYSING
CALCULATE inventory levels and order quantities and MAKI USE
OF various inventory classification methods.

co204.5 EVALUATING
OUTLINE a typical Supply Chain Model for a product / service and
ILLUSTRATE the linkages with Customer Issues, Logistic and
Business Issues in a real world

co204.6 CREATING
ELABORATE upon different operational issues in manufacturing
and services organisations where the decision-making element is
emphasized.

Semester-II GE. UI, - 07 207 - Contemporary Frameworks in Management

CO
COGNITIVE
ABILITIES COURSE OUTCOMES

co207.t REMEMBERING

DEFINE Emotional Intelligence (EQ), IDENTIFY the benefits of
emotional intelligence and RELATE the 5 Dimensions of Trait EI
Model to the practice of emotional intelligence.

co207.2 UNDERSTANDING

DESCRIBE how companies achieve transition from being good
companies to great companies, and DISCUSS why and how most
companies fail to make the transition.
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co207.3 APPLYINC
APPLY the 2l laws that make leadership work succesfully to
improve your leadership ability and ILLUSTRATE its positive
impact on the whole organization.

co20'7.4 ANALYSING
EXAMINE the fundamental causes of organizational politics and
team failure.

co207.5 EVALUATING
EXPLAIN the approach to being effective in attaining goals by
aligning oneself to the "true north" principles based on a universal
and timeless character ethic.

Semester-II GE-UL-08 208 - Geopolitics & World Economic Systems

CO
COGNITIVE
ABILITIES COURSE OUTCOMES

c0208.1 R-EMEMBERING ENUMERATE the various elements olglobal economic system.

co208.2 UNDERSTANDING
EXPLAIN the role ofkey trade organizations in the global economic
system.

co208.3 APPLYING INDENTIFY the crucial elements of intemational trade laws.

co208.4 ANALYSING ANALYSE the forccs that work lor and against globalization.

cC)208.s EVALUATING
ASSESS the impact of the elements of the Global Economic System
on the India Economy.

Semester-II CE-UL-09 209 - Start Up and New Venture Management

CO
COGNITIVE
ABILITIES COURSE OUTCOMES

c0209.1 REMEMBERING DESCRIBE the strategic decisions involved in establishing a startup.

co209.2 LINDERSTANDING
EXPLAIN the decision making matrix of entrepreneur in establishing
a startup.

co209.3 APPLYING
IDENTIFY the issues in developing a team to establish and grow a
staftup

co209.4 ANALYSING FORMULATE a go to market strategy for a starhrp.

co209.5 EVALUATING DESICN a workable funding model for a proposed startup.

Semester-II GE-UL-10 210 - Qualitative Research Methods

CO
COGNITIVE
ABILITIES COURSE OUTCOME

co210.1 REMEMBERING
ENUMERATE the key terms associated with Qualitative research
approach.

co2t0.2 UNDERSTANDING
COMPARE and CONTRAST Qualitative research approach with the

Quantitative approach.



co2i0.3 APPLYING
CONSTRUCT appropriate research and sampling designs for
Qualitative research work in real world business and non-business
contexts

co210.4 ANALYSING
ILLUSTRATE the use of appropriate qualitative research methods in
real world business and non-business conlexts.

co210.s EVALUATING EVALUATE the quality of Qualitative Research work

co210.6 CREATING
COMBINE Qualitative and Quantitative research approaches in a
real world research project.

Semester-II GE-UL-11 211 - Business, Government & Society

CO
COGNITIVE
ABILITIES COURSE OUTCOME

co211. r REMEMBERING DESCRIBE the economic roles of govemment in the lndian context.

co21t.2 UNDERSTANDING EXPLAIN the macroeconomic crises around the world.

co21.t.3 APPLYING
ILLUSTRATE the interlinkages between economic growth , poverty
and inequality.

co2tt.4 ANALYSING
EXAMINE the rationale, success and failurcs of Public Private
Partnerships in the Indian context.

co211.5 EVALUATING
ASSESS the forces for and against Globalization and the socio-
economic impact of Globalization.

co211.6 CREATING DISCUSS the interplay between technology, business and society.

Semester-II GE-UL-12 212 - Business Process Reengineering

CO
COGNITIVE
ABILITIES COURSE OUTCOMES

co2t2.1 REMEMBERTNG
DEFINE the key terms associated with Business Process
Reengineering.

co2t2.2 UNDERSTANDING
EXPLAIN the various suppofting and opposing forces to Business
Process Reengineering in simple business situations.

co212.3 APPLYING APPLY modeling tools for simple business processes.

co2t2.4 ANALYSlNG
FORMULATE a working plan to establish a Business Process
Reengineering team.

co2t2.s EVALUATING
EVALUATE the success of a BPR initiative in relation to the impact
on organizational KPIs.

co212.6 CREATING IMAGINE ways to improve business or non-business processes.
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Semester-II GE _ IL. 08 213 - Written Analysis and Communication Lab

CO
COGNITIVE
ABILITIES COURSE OUTCOMES

co213.1 REMEMBERING
DESCRIBE stages in a typical communication cycle and the barriers
to effective communication.

co2t3.2 UNDERSTANDING
SUMMARIZE long essays and reports into pr6cis and executive
summaries-

co2l3.3 APPLYING
USE Dictionary and Thesaurus to draft and edit a variety ofbusiness
written communication.

co2t3.4 ANALYSING
EXAMINE sample intemal communications in a business

enr ironmenl lor potential rellnemenls.

co213.5 EVALUATING COMPOSE variety of letters, notices, memos and circulars.

Semester-II GE-tL-09 214 - Industry Analysis - Desk Research

CO
COGNITIVE
ABILITI ES

COURSE OUTCOMES

co2t4.1 REMEMBERING DESCRIBE the key characteristics of the players in an industry.

co2t4.2 I'NDERSTANDING
SUMMARZE the management ethos and philosophy of the players

in the industry.

co214.3 APPLYING
DEMONSTRATE an understanding olthe regulatory forces acting
on the industry.

co2t4.4 ANALYSING
COMPARE and CONTRAST, using tables and charts, the market
and financial performance of the players in an industry.

co2t4.5 EVALUATING
ASSESS the impact of recent developments on the industry and its
key players.

co2t4.6 CREATING
PREDICT the future trajectory ofthe evolution of the industry in the
immediate future (l to 3 years).

Semester-II GE_IL.I() 215 - Entrepreneurship Lab

CO
COGNITI\'E
ABILITIES COURSE OUTCOMES

co215.1 REMEMBERING
IDENTIFY a basket of potential business opporh:nities in the local,
regional or national context.

co215.2 UNDERSTANDING
COMPARE and CONTRAST the shortlisted business opportunities
to SELECT the most suitable / promising opporhrnity.

co215.3 APPLYING
DEVELOP a business model around the shortlisted business

oppofiunity.

co2 t 5.4 ANALYSING FORMULATE the organization structure for the proposed start up

co215.5 EVALUATING
EVALUATE the market potential and ESTIMATE the financing
requirements for the initial 1 to 3 years after launch.
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co215.6 CREATE a proposal for funding the start up.

Semester-II GE_IL-TT 216. SPSS

CO
COGNITIYE
ABILITIES COURSE OUTCOMES

co216.1 REMEMBERING
IDENTIFY the key menus of SPSS and DESCRIBE their
functionality.

co216.2 T]NDERSTANDINC EXPLAIN the main features of SPSS

co2l6.3 APPLYING
MAKE USE OF various tools to manage date, describe data and

display graphical output using SPSS.

co216.4 ANALYSING ANALYSE data using various statistical tests of SPSS

co216.s EVALUATING INTERPRET and EXPLAN the outputs from SPSS

co21.6.6 CREATE
DESIGN, DEVELOP and TEST advanced multivariate models using
SPSS.

Semester-II GE-IL-12 217 - Foreign Language II
CO

COGNITIYE
ABILITIES COURSE OUTCOMES

co2t7.1 REMEMBERING LISTEN to simple audio-visual recordings in the foreign language.

co211.2 L'NDERSTANDING
TRANSLATE simple letters from English to the foreign language
and vice-versa.

co217.3 APPLYING CONSTRUCT a business email, in the foreign language.

co2t7.4 ANALYSING
TAKE PART IN an interaction in a business setting using the foreign
Ianguage.

co2t7.5 EVALUAT]NG COMPOSE a covering letter and resume in the foreign language.

Semester - II Specialization - Marketing Management (MKT)

Semester-II SC _ MKT. Ol 205MKT: Marketing Research

CO
COGNITI\'E
ABILITIES COURSE OUTCOMES

CO2O5MKT,I REMEMBERING
IDENTIFY and DESCRIBE the key steps involved in the marketing
research process.

C02O5MKT.2 UNDERSTANDING
COMPARE and CONTRAST various research designs, data sources,
data collection instruments, sampling methods and anallical tools
and SUMMARZE their strengths & weaknesses.

CO2O5MKT.3 APPLYlNG
DEMONSTRATE an understanding of the ethical framework that
market research needs to operate within.

C02O5MKT.4 ANALYSING
ANALYSE quantitative data and draw appropriate Inferences to
address a real life marketing issue.
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CO2O5MKT.5 EVALUATINC
DESIGN a market research proposal for a real life marketing
problem and EVALUATE a market research nrooosal.

C0205MKT.6 CREATING
PLAN and UNDERTAKE qualitative or quantitative Market
Research and demonstrate the ability to appropriately analyse data to
resolve a real life marketing issue.

Semester-II SC _ MKT- 02 206MKT: Consumer Behavior

CO
COGNITIVE'
ABILITIES COURSE OUTCOMES

CO2O6MKT.l REMEMBERING
ENUMERATE social and psychological factors and their influence
his/her behavior as a consumer.

C02O6MKT.2 UNDERSTANDING
EXPLAIN fundamental concepts associated with consumer and

organ izationa I bulng behav ior.

CO206MKT.3 APPLYING
APPLY consumer behavior concepts to real world strategic
marketing management decision making.

CO2O6MKT.4 ANALYSING
ANALYSE the dynamics of human behavior and the basic factors
that influence the consumer's decision process.

CO2O6MKT.5 EVALUATING
EXPLAIN the consumer and organizational buying behavior process
for a variety ofproducts (goods/services).

Semester-II SE _ IL . MKT- 01 2L7NIKT : Integrated Marketing Communications

CO
COGNITIVE
ABILITIES COURSE OUTCOMES

CO217MKT,1 REMEMBERING DESCRIBE the IMC mix and the IMC planning process.

CO2I7MKT.2 L]NDERSTANDING
EXAMINE the role of integrated marketing communications in
building brand identity, brand equity, and customer franchise.

CO2I7MKT.3 APPLYING
CONSTRUCT a marketing communications mix to achieve the
communications and behavioural objectives of the IMC campaign
plan.

CO217MKT.4 ANALYSING
ANALYZE and critically evaluate the communications effects and
results of an IMC campaign to determine its success for a variety of
brands.

CO2I7MKT.5 EVALUATING
DESIGN a sales promotion campaign and CHOOSE the avenues for
Public Relations, Publicity and Corporate Advertising for a consumer
and a business-to-business product.

CO2I7MKT.6 CREATING
DEVELOP an integrated cross-media strategy and creative message
and concept to reach the target audience and deliver the brand
promise through an IMC campaign for a variety of brands.
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Semester-ll SE - IL -MKT- 02 21SMKT: Product and Brand Management

CO
COGNITIVE
ABILITIES COURSE OUTCOMES

CO2ISMKT. I REMEMBERING
DEFINE the key concepts and DESCRIBE the elements of a product
strategy.

CO2 ] 8MKT.2 UNDERSTANDING
EXPLAIN the process and methods of brand management, including
how to establish brand identity and build brand equity.

CO2ISMKT.3 APPLYING

IDENTIFY the Brand Marketing Strategies for Leaders, Challengers,
Followers and Niche Strategies for real life consumer, business
products

and services operating in various markets and in the digital space.

CO2I 8MKT.4 ANALYSING
EXAMINE the key brand concepts by articulating the context of and
the rationale ofapplication for real life consumer, business products
and services operating in various markets and in the digital space.

CO2I 8MKT.5 EVALUATING
FORMULATE elfective branding strategies f,or real lile consumer,
business products and services operating in various markets and in
the digital space.

CO2I8MKT.6 CREATING

COLLECT brand audit data using appropriate tools and PROPOSE
strategic recommendations for Reinforcing / Revitalizing /
Rejuvenating failed Brands for real life consumer, business products
and services in various markets and in the digital space.

Semester-II SE _ IL - MKT- 03 219MKT: Personal Selling Lab

CO
COGNITIVE
ABILITIES COURSE OUTCOMES

CO2I 9MKT.I REMEMBERING
LIST the key tems in selling and DESCRIBE the qualities of
Winning Sales Professionals

COz19MKT.2 UNDERSTANDING
EXPLAIN the theories and concepts that are central to personal
selling.

CO2I9MKT.3 APPLYING
Apply the intetpersonal and team skills necessary in successful
relationship selling.

CO219MKT.4 ANALYSING
ILLUSTRATE the use ofvarious sales techniques needed to achieve
a profitable sale in a real world scenario for a real world product/
service / e-product / e-service.

CO21gMKT.5 EVALUATING
DEVELOP a customer plan that identifies all elements of personal
selling, essential to creating successful sales in a real world scenario
for a real world product/ service / e-product / e-service.

CO2I9MKT.6 CREATING
CRIATE sales presentation for a real world producV service / e-
product / e-service and for variety of selling situations.
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Semester-II SE _ IL . MKT- 04 220l{KT- Digital Marketing - I
CO

COGNITIVE
ABILITIES COURSE OUTCOMES

CO22OMKT. I REMEMBEzuNG DEFINE various concepts related to Digital Marketing.

CO22OMKT.2 UNDERSTANDINC
EXPLAIN the role of Facebook, Google Ad words, Youtube and
Email in digital marketing.

CO22OMKT,3 APPLYING
MAKE USE OF Facebook, Google Ad words, Youtube and Email
for carrying out digital marketing ofreal life products.

C022OMKT.4 ANALYSING
ILLUSTRATE the use ofFacebook, Google Ad words, Yourube and
Email in various contexts of Digital Marketing.

CO22OMKT.5 EVALUATING
DESIGN digital media campaign using appropriate mix of Facebook,
Google Ad words, Youtube and Email.

CO22OMKT.6 CREATING
CREATE appropriate content for Facebook, Google Ad words,
Yourube and Email campaigns.

Semester-II SE _ IL - MKT. 05 22IMKTt Marketing of Financial Services - I
CO

COGNITIVE
ABILITIES COURSE OUTCOMES

CO221MKT.1 REMEMBERING RECALL and DESCRIBE the key terminology of Financial Services.

CO22IMKT.2 I.TNDERSTAND]NG DESCRIBE the various types of financial products and services.

CO22I MKT.3 APPLYING
DEVELOP FAQs for each kind of financial products and services
ftorn an investment advisor's perspectire.

CO22I MKT.4 ANALYSING
COMPARE and CONTRAST the various types olfinancial products
and services and ILLUSTRATE their benefits and limitations.

CO221MKT.5 EVALUATING
EVALUATE the financial products and services from an investment
perspective for various kinds of investors.

CO22 IMKT.6 CREATING
COLLECT the application f,orms for all kinds of investments and
DISCUSS each of them.

Semester-Il SE _ IL - MKT. 06 222MKT: Marketing of Luxury Products

CO
COGNITIVE
ABILITIES COURSE OUTCOMES

CO222MKT.1 REMEMBERING
RECALL and DESCRIBE the key concepts and principles of luxury
brand management and {narket ing.

CO222MKT.2 UNDERSTANDING
DESCRIBE the unique consumer behavior in the context of luxury
products .

C0222MKT.3 APPLYING
IDENTIFY potential new lr.xury products and how they relate to a
variety of markets, including emerging markets & India.
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CO222MKT. ANALYSING
MPARE and CONTRAST the luxury products , brands and
ustry with routine products, brands and industry.

CO222MKT.5 EVALUATING
ASSESS intemal and external factors impacting the luxury markets,
nationally, intemationally and globally.

CO222MKT.6 CREATING
Formulate marketing strategy for contemporary luxury products and
brand.

Semester II Specialization - Financial Management (FIN)

Semester-II SC_FIN-01 205FIN: Financial Markets and Banking Operations

CO
COGNITIVE
ABILITIES COURSE OUTCOMES

CO2O5FIN.1 REMEMBERING
RECALL the structure and components of Indian hnancial system
through banking operations & Financial Markets.

C02O5FIN.2 UNDERSTANDING
TINDERSTAND the concepts of financiaI markets, their working and
importance.

C02O5FIN.3 APPLYING
ILLUSTRATE the working and contribution of Banks and NBFCs to
the Indian Economy.

CO2O5FIN.4 ANALYSING ANALYZE the linkages in the Financial Markets.

CO2O5FIN.5 EVALUATING EXPLAIN the various banking and accounting transactions.

CO2O5FIN.6 CREATING
DEVELOP necessary competencies expected ofa finance
professional.

Semester-II SC _ FIN. 02 206FIN: Personal Financial Planning

CO
COGNITIVE
ABILITIES COURSE OUTCOMES

C02O6FIN.1 REMEMBERING TINDERSTAND the need and aspects ofpersonal financial planning

CC)2O6FIN.2 LN.]DERSTANDING Describe the investment options available to an individual

C02O6FIN.3 APPLYING IDENTIFY types of risk and means of managing it

C02O6FIN.4 ANALYSING DETERMINE the ways of personal tax planning

CC)2O6FIN.5 EVALUATING
EXPLAIN retirement and estate planning for an individual and
design a financial plan.

CO2O6FIN,6 CREATING CREATE a financial plan for a variety ofindividuals.

Semester-II SE-IL.FIN-01 217FIN: Securities Analysis & Portfolio Management

CO
COGNITIVE
ABILITIES COURSE OUTCOMES

C0217FIN.1 REMEMBERING REMEMBER various concepts taught in the syllabus.

CO217FIN.2 UNDERSTANDING
EXPLAIN various theories of Investment Analvsis and Portfolio
Management.
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co217FrN.3 APPLYING
CALCULATE risk and retum on investment using various concepts
covered in the svllabus.

CO217FIN.4 ANALYSING ANALYZE and DISCOVER intrinsic value of a securitv.

CO2I7FIN.5 EVALUATING DESIGN/ CREATE optimal porlfolio.

Semester-II SE-IL-FIN.02 218FIN: Futures & Options

CO
COGNITIVE
ABILITIES COURSE OUTCOMES

CO2l8FIN.I REMEMBERING'
DESCRIBE the basic concepts related to Derivatives, Types of
Derivative products and Risk Management

C0218FIN,2 TINDERSTANDTNG
EXPLAIN in detail the terminology used in the Futures and Options

segment of finance domain

CO2I8FIN.3 APPLYING
UNDERSTAND and DIFFERENTIATE between Options and
Futures pricing and apply the understanding in the simulated viffual
trading platform.

CO2I8FIN.4 ANALYSING
ANALYZE and offer optimum solutions in the cases of risk
management through hedging with futures and options.

C02I8FIN.5 EVALUATING
EVALUATE the various derivative strategies for their application in
different situations.

Semester-II SE_IL-FIN-03 219FIN: Direct Taxation

CO
COGNITIVE
ABILITIES COURSE OUTCOMES

CO21gFIN.1 REMEMBERING
TINDERSTAND various basic concepts/ teminologies related Direct
Taxation

CO21gFIN.2 LTNDERSTANDING EXPLAIN how tax planning can be done.

C021gFIN.3 LDJDERSTANDING
ILLUSTRATE how online filling of various forms and retums can be
done.

CO219FIN,4 APPLYING
CALCULATE Gross Total Income and lncome Tax Liability of an
individual assessee.

C0219FIN.5 ANALYSING ANALYZE and DISCOVER intrinsic value of a securitv.

EVALUAT1NG DESIGN/ DEVELOP / CREATE tax saving plan.

Semester-II SE_IL-FIN-04 220FIN: Financial Reporting

CO
COGNITIVE
ABILITIES COURSE OUTCOMES

CO2IgFIN.1 REMEMBERINC
Describe the basic concepts related to Financial Repofiing taught
through the syllabus.

C0219FIN,2 UNDERSTANDING
Explain, in detail, all the theoretical concepts taught through the
syllabus.
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CO219FIN.3 APPLYING Do all the necessary calculations pertaining to financial reporting.

C0219FIN,4 ANALYSING
Analyze the situation and decide the key elements of financial
reporting through the financial statements.

CO219FIN.5 EVALUATING Evaluate the compliance and quality of financial reporting.

Semester-II SE_IL-FIN.05 221FIN: Securities Analysis & Portfolio Management

CO
COGNITIVE
ABILITIES COURSE OUTCOMES

CO221FIN.I REMEMBERING Remember and describe the key concepts covered in the syllabus.

C022IFIN.2 LINDERSTANDING
Explain in detail the Retail Credit Evaluation, Lending and Recovery
Process as well as other relevant concepts covered in the syllabus

CO221FIN.3 APPLYING
Calculate the loan eligibility of the retail borrower and the amount to
be classified as NPA.

C0221FIN.4 ANALYSING
Determine the key elements of retail lending and recovery process
and documentation therein.

CO221FIN.5 EVALUATING
Design the Retail Lending and Recovery Process for a Bank &
NBFC.

Semester-II SE_IL-FIN-06 222FIN: Banking Laws & Regulations

CO
COGNITIVE
ABILITIES COURSE OUTCOMES

CO222FIN.1 REMEMBERING REMEMBER various conccpts taught in thc syllabus.

co222FtN.2 UNDERSTANDING EXPLAIN the Regulatory Framework in the Indian Banking system.

CO222FIN.3 LN..IDERSTANDING
DESCRIBE the various legal aspects which need to be followed
during daily banking operations.

C0222FIN.4 UNDERSTANDING DISCUSS the various laws related to banking.

CO222FIN.5 APPLYING
APPLY the vadous commercial laws for the smooth functionins of
banking operations.

Semester-lI SE_IL-FIN-07 223FIN: Fundamentals of Life Insurance - Products and Underwriting

CO COGNITIVE
ABII,ITIES COURSE OUTCOMES

CO223FIN,1 REMEMBERINC
RECALL all the concepts pertaining to Life Insurance covered in the
course svllabus.

co223FtN.2 UNDERSTAND1NG
Explain all the concepts pertaining to Life Insurance covered in the
course syllabus.

CO223FIN,3 UNDERSTANDINC
DETERMINE the key elements of the Life Insurance Products and
Services.

CO223FIN.4 UNDERSTANDING
APPLY the life insurance product knowledge to suit to the clients'
needs.

CO223FIN.5 APPLYING DESIGN the life insurance cover strategy for clients.



Semester-lI SE_IL-FIN.08 224FIN: General Insurance - Health and Vehicle

CO
COGNITIVE
ABILITIES COURSE OUTCOMES

CO224FIN.1 REMEMBERING
DESCRIBE the various terms related to General insurance and

Health Insurance.

CO224FIN.2 LTNDERSTANDlNG
LTNDERSTAND General insurance, Health Insurance (including
travel insurance) and Motor / Vehicle Insurance

CO224FIN.3 ANALYSING COMPARE and CONTRAST insurance plans

CO224FIN.4 ANALYSING ANALYZE and USE risk management techniques

CO224FIN.5 EVALUATING FACILITATE the development of an insurance claim.

CO224FIN.6 EVALUATING FACILITATE the compliance required for acquiring the policy and

settlement of claims.

Semester-II SC _ HRM_ OI
205HRM: Competency Based Human Resource

Management System

CO
COGNITIVE
ABILITIES COURSE OUTCOMES

CO2O5HRM.1 REMEMBERING
DEFINE the key terms related to perlormance management and

competency development.

CO2O5HRM.2 T]NDERSTANDING EXPLAIN various models of competency development.

CO2O5HRM.3 APPLYING PRACTICE competency mapping.

CO2O5HRM.4 ANALYSING
ANALYSE competencies required for present and potential future
job roles at various levels and across variety of organizations.

CO2O5HRM.5 EVALUATING
DESIGN and MAP their own competency and plan better and
appropriate career for themselves.

CO2O5HRM.

6
CREATING

DEVELOP a customized competency model in accordance with the
corporate requirements.

Semester - II Specialization: Human Resource Management

Semester-ll SC_HRM-02 206HRM: Employee Relations and Labour Legislations

CO
COGNITIVE
ABILITIES COURSE OUTCOMES

CO2O6HRM.1 REMEMBERING
SHOW awareness of important and critical issues in Employee
Relations

CO2O6HRM.2 UNDERSTANDING INTERPRET and relate legislations governing employee relations.

CO2O6HRM.3 APPLYING
DEMONSTRATE an understanding of legislations relating to
working environment.

CO2O6FIRM.,+ ANALYSING OUTLINE the role of govemment, society and trade union in ER.
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C02O6HRM.5 EVALUATING EXPLAIN aspects of collective bargaining and grievance handling.

DISCUSS the relevant provisions of various Labour Legislations.

Semester-II SE ,IL . HRM - 01 217HRM: Labour Welfare

CO
COGNITIVE
ABILITIES COURSE OUTCOMES

CO2ITHRM.I REMEMBERING ENTIMERATE the key concepts of the subject matter.

CO217HRM.2 LTNDERSTANDING
DESCRIBE the key aspects of the labour policy regulation in the
country.

CO2I7HRM.3 APPLYING
IDENTIFY the applicability ofvarious legislations to variety ofreal
world organizations.

CO217HRM.4 ANALYSING EXAMINE the traditional concept of labour welfare in the industry.

CO217HRM.5 EVALUATING
EXPLAIN the conditions of labour and their welfare and social
security needs in the country.

CO217HRM.6 CREATING
ELABORATE upon the perspective of labour problems and remedial
measures in the country.

Semester-II SE_IL-IIRM-02 218HRM: Lab in Recruitment and Setection

CO
COGNITIVE
ABILITIES COURSE OUTCOMES

CO218HRM.1 REMEMBERING
DESCRIBE the key concepts such as Job Specification, Job
description, Recruitment and Selection.

CO218HRM.2 T]NDERSTANDING
COMPARE and CONTRAST various methods of Recruitment and

Selection.

CO218HRM.3 APPLYING
DEVELOP Job Specifications and Job descriptions in a variety of
context.

CO2I 8HRM.4 ANALYSING ANALYZE various Personality types.

CO218HRM.5 EVALUATING
EXPLAIN the profiling techniques used to test Personality, Aptitude,
Competency.

COz18HRM,6 CREATING
COMPILE a list of questions for Recruitment and Selection
interviews.

Semester-Il SE IL. HRM. 03 219HRM: Learning & Development

CO
COGNITIVE
ABILITIES COURSE OUTCOMES

COZ1 gHRM.1 REMEMBERING
DESCRIBE the key concepts associated with Leaming &
Development

CO2I9HRM.2 UNDERSTANDING

EXPLAIN the training process and the various methods of training
for various categories of employees in a variety of organizational
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CO2I9HRM.3 APPLYINC
IDENTIFY training needs of various categories of employees in a
variety of organizational contexts.

CO219HRM.4 ANALYSING
EXAMINE the impact of training on various organizational and HR
aspects.

CO2IgHRM.5 EVALUATING
EVALUATE the training process of various categories of employees
in a variety of organizational contexts.

CO21gHRM,6 CREATING
DESIGN a training programme lor various categories of employees
in a variety of organizational contexts.

Semester-II SE_IL-HRM-04 220HRM: Public Relations & Corporate Communications

CO
COGNITIVE
ABILITIES COURSE OUTCOMES

CO22OHRM.I REMEMBERING
DESCRIBE the various forms of Corporate Communications lrom a
HR perspective.

CO22OHRM.2 LIIIDERSTANDlNG
EXPLAIN the role of Public Relat@
in HRM.

CO22OHRM.3 APPLYING PLAN and EXECUTE a PR activitv.

CO22OHRM.4 ANALYSING
EXAMINE the PR campaign & strategies of real world
organizations.

CO22OHRM.5 EVALUATING
DEVELOP a strategic communication plan for a real life Corporate
communication issue.

CO22OHRM.6 CREATING
COMPLIE an analyical report on the PR activities and
communication strategies designed & practiced by the organizations
and IMPROVE on it.

Semester-II SE_IL-HRM-05 221HRM: HR Analytics

CO
COCNITIVE
ABILITIES COURSE OUTCOMES

CO22IHRM.1 REMEMBERING ENUMERATE the key concepts related to the subject matter.

CO221HRM.2 TINDERSTANDING DEMONSTRATE experimentation and innovation.

CO22IHRM.3 APPLYING
USE thinking & decision making ability beyond the existing
capabilities and present environment.

CO22IHRM.4 ANALYSING
ANALYSE the behavioral Pattems of an individual & Map the
competency- the audit Perspective.

CO22I HRM.5 EVALUATING
EXPLAIN the innovative and formulate strategies which enhance
innovative skills and Promote Innovation.

CO221HRM.6 CREATING
FORMULATE the linkage betweEn HR AnalyticiliifEliliress
Analr,tics.



Semester-II SE_IL-HRM.06 222IIRI{:. Conflict & Negotiation Management

CO
COGNITIVE
ABILITIES COURSE OUTCOMES

CO222HRM.I REMEMBERING DEFINE the key concepts olthe subject matter.

COZ2ZHRM.2 UNDERSTANDING
EXPLAIN the negotiation process, Zone ofpossible agreement
(ZOPA) and Best altemative to a negotiated agreement (BATNA)

CO222HRM.3 APPLYING
APPLY the negotiation process, Zone ofpossible agreement (ZOP A)
and Best altemative to a negotiated agreement (BATNA) for
successful negotiations.

COZ2ZHRM-4 ANALYSING
APPRAISE the importance of in business negotiations and managing
conflicts.

CO222HRM.5 EVALUATING
DEVELOP the logical thinking, communication skills and other
prerequisite for successful business negotiations and handling
organizational conflict.

C0222HRM.6 CREATING
COMBINE the theoretical concepts practical methods of managing
and resolving organizational conflict and negotiation styles in the
organizational context.

Semester - [I Specialization: Operations & Supply Chain

Semester-II SC _ OSCM. Ol 205OSCM: Service Operations Management - I
CO

COGNITIVE
ABILITIES COURSE OUTCOMES

c(]2050scM.1 REMEMBERING
DESCRIBE the nature and CHARACTERISTICS of services and the
services economy.

co2050scM .2 T]NDERSTANDING DESRCIBE the service design elements of variety of services.

co2050scM.3 APPLYING
USE service blueprinting for mapping variety ofreal life service
processes.

co2050scM .4 ANALYSING
ANALYSE altemative locations and sites for variety of service
facilities.

co20soscM.5 L,VALUATING
JUDGE and EXPLAIN the service orientation at variety of service
facilities / organizations.

co2050scM.6 CREATING CREATE flow process layouts for variety of senices.

Semester-II SC-OSCM-02 206OSCM: Supply Chain Management

CO
COGNITIVE
ABILITIES COURSE OUTCOMES

c02060scM.l REMEMBERING
DESCRIBE the key concepts of Supply Chain Management and the
driving forces in contemporary Supply Chain Management.

CO2O6OSCM,2 LTNDERSTANDING EXPLAIN the structure ofmodem day supply chains.

co2060scM.3 APPLYING IDENTIFY the various flows in real world supply chains.
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co2060scM.4 ANALYSING
COMPARE and CONTRAST push and pull strategies in Supply
Chain Manasement.

co2060scM.5 EVALUAT]NG
EXPLAIN the key Operational Aspects in Supply Chain
Management.

c02060scM.6 CREATING
DISCUSS the relationship between Customer Value and Supply
Chain Management.

Semester-II SE_IL.OSCM-01 217OSCM: Planning & Control of Operations

CO
COGNITIVE
ABILITIES COURSE OUTCOMES

co21 7oscM.1 REMEMBERING
DESCRIBE the buitding blocks of Planning & Control of
Operations.

co2l70scM.2 UNDERSTANDING
EXPLAIN the need for aggregate planning and the steps in aggregate
planning.

co2t 70scM 3 APPLYING
MAKE USE OF the various forecasting approaches in the context of
operations planning process.

co2170scM.4 ANALYSING
ILLUSTRATE how capacity planning is done in organizations and
its relationship with MRP.

co2170scM.5 EVALUATING EXPLAIN the importance of scheduling in operations management.

co2 r 70scM.6 CREATING CREATE a Bill of Matcrials.

Semester-II SE_IL-OSCM.02 218OSCM: Productivity Management

CO
COGNITIVE
ABILITIES COURSE OUTCOMES

c02180scM.l REMEMBERING DEFINE various types ofproductivity and measures ofproductivity.

co2l80scM.2 LTNDERSTANDING
DEMONSTRATE the linkages between various measures of
productivity.

co2180scM.3 APPLYING
APPLY Value Analysis and Value Engineering principles to simple
sifuations related to operations management.

co2180scM.4 ANALYSING
APPLY various types of charls and diagrams to carry out work study
and method study.

c02l80scM.5 EVALUATING
DETERMINE the Standard Time using Techniques of Work
Measurement.

c02r 80scM.6 CREATING
ELABORATE upon the concepts of JIT, Lean, 55, TPM, BpR, Six
Sigma. World Class manufacluring.

Semester-II SE_IL-OSCM-03 219OSCM: Inventory Management

CO
COGNITIVE
ABILITIES COURSE OUTCOMES

co2l90scM.l REMEMBEzuNG DEFINE the key terms associated with Inventory Management.

c02l90scM.2 UNDERSTANDING CLASSIFY various Rpes of inventory, and inventory costs.
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c(]2l90scM.3 APPLYING
CALCULATE Economic Order Quantity and stock levels under
various conditions.

co2190scM.4 ANALYSING COMPARE and CONTRAST various methods of inventory control.

c()2l90scM.5 EVALUATINC ASSESS various factors influencing Make or Buy decisions.

co2190scM.6 CREATING SOLVE problems based on ABC classification of inventory.

Semester-II sE-IL-OSCM-04 220OSCM: Theory of Constraints

CO
COGNITIVE
ABILITIES COURSE OUTCOMES

co2200scM. t REMEMBERING DEFINE the key concepts olTOC.

co2200scM.2 UNDERSTANDING
DEMONSTRATE knowledge & understanding of the fundamentals
ofTOC.

co2200scM.3 APPLYING
IDENTIFY and mitigate both real constraints and managerial
constraints.

co2200scM.4 ANALYSING
ILLUSTRATE the tools and techniques that help in rranaging
constraints tg improve organizational perfomance.

co220()scM.5 EVALUATING
EXPLAIN the benefits an organization may reap through the
successful implementation of the TOC.

co2200scM.6 CREATING
DEVELOP solutions to comrnon problems in Project Management,
Operations Management and Supply Chain Management using TOC
principles and methods.

Semester-II SE_IL-OSCM-05 221OSCM: Quality Management Standards

CO
COGNITIVE
ABILITIES COURSE OUTCOMES

co2210scM.l REMEMBERING
DESCRIBE the concepts of Quality and importance of the Quality
Managelnent Principles.

co22 toscM.2 L]NDERSTANDING INTERPRET the requirements of ISO 9001:2015 standard.

co22roscM.3 APPLYING
APPLY process based thinking and risk based thinking for managing
and improving the fungtioning of an organization.

co2210scM.4 ANALYSING
TAKE PART IN planning, conducting and follow-up of QMS audits
directed towards maintenance and continual improvements ofthe
QMS.

co22loscM.s EVALUATING
DEVELOP skills lor Corective Action Management and Continual
Improvement Project management.

co221()scM.6 CREATING
BUILD stakeholder confidence by managing processes in line with
the latest requirements.
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Semester-II SE_IL-OSCM.06 222OSCMz Service Value Management

CO
COGNITIVE
ABILITIES COURSE OUTCOMES

co2220scM.l REMEMBERING
DEFINE the core concepts related to Service Value Chain, Service
Profit Chain, lnnovation, CRM, nehvorks.

co2220scM.2 UNDERSTANDING
ILLUSTRATE managing the service process through seryice value
chain.

co2220scM.3 APPLYING
IDENTIFY factors influencing Innovation and service organizational
design.

co2220scM.4 ANALYSING
EXAMINE the inter-relationships between the Focal firm, Supplier
Networks, Distribution Networks, etc.

co2220scM.5 EVALUATING
EVALUATE the role of Business Networks as partners in value
creation.

co2220scM.6 CREATING
DEVELOP strategies built on Principles of Service Value Chain &
Service Profit Chain for various tlpes of organizations.

Semester - [I Specialization: Business Analytics

Semester-II SC-BA-OI 205BA: Basic Business Analytics using R

CO
COGNITI\T
ABILITIES COURSE OUTCOMES

c020sBA.1 REMEMBERING
IDENTIFY oppornrnities for creating value using business anallics
and DESCRIBE the basic concepts in Business Analyics, DATA
Science and Business Intelligence.

c0205BA.2 LTNDERSTANDING
EXPLAIN the applications of Business Analytics in multiple
business domains and scenarios.

c0205BA.3 APPLYING
DEVELOP a thought process to think like a data scientist,/business

4!q,lyst.

co20sBA.4 ANALYSINC
ANALYZE data graphically by creating a variety of plors using the
appropriate visualization tools of R.

co205BA.s EVALUATING SELECT the right functions of R for the given analltics task.

c020sBA.6 CREATING
COMBINE various tools and functions of R programming language
and use them in live analltical projects in multiple business domains
and scenarios.

Semester-II SC_BA-02 2068.4: Data Mining

CO
COGNITIVE
ABILITIES COURSE OUTCOMES

co206BA.1 REMEMBEzuNG DEFINE the key terms associated with Data Mining

co2068A.2 UNDERSTANDING EXPLAIN the various aspects of Data

co206BA.3 APPLYING APPLY classification models

co2068A.4 ANALYSING ANALYSE using clustering models



co2068A.5 EVALUATING
SELECT appropdate association analysis and anomaly detection

COMBINE various data mining tools and use them in live anallical
iects in business scenarios.

Semester-II SE_IL-BA.01 2l7BA: Marketing Analytics

CO
COGNITIVE
ABILITIES COURSE OUTCOMES

co217BA.1 REMEMBERING
DESCRIBE the use of Voice of the Customer data in making data
driven marketing decisions.

co2t784.2 UNDERSTANDING
DEMONSTRATE an understanding of utility theory to measure
customer preferences and choices.

co217BA.3 APPLYING
IDENTIFY what customers' value in a product, and assess what they
are willing to pay for it.

co217BA.4 ANALYSING
ILLUSTRATE the use of various tools and frameworks to solve
strategic marketing problems using marketing data.

co217BA.5 EVALUATING DETERMINE the most effective target markets.

co2l7BA.6 CREATING
DESIGN a study that incorporates the key tools of Marketing
Analyics.

Semester-II SE_IL-BA-02 218BA: Retailing Analytics

CO
COGNITIVE
ABILITIES COURSE OUTCOMES

co20l8BA.1 REMEMBERING
ENUMERATE the characteristics, opportunities and challengcs of
New Age Retailing and Digital Consumers.

co20188A.2 LTNDERSTANDING
TINDERSTAND Consumer Buying Behavior and Trends in new age
retailing.

co2018BA.3 APPLYING USE various kinds of data for performing Retailing Analyics.

c02018BA.4 ANALYSING
ILLUSTRATE the use of various tools and frameworks for predictive
retail analyticq.

c020l8BA.5 EVALUATING
DERIVE a variety of metrics and quantily key outcomes in multiple
areas of Retail.

co20l8BA.6 CREATING
BUILD value for Retail and Marketing by deriving Marketing ROI
metrics..

Semester-II SE_IL-BA-03 2l9B A: Workforce Analvtics

CO
COGNITIVE
ABILITIES COURSE OUTCOMES

co2019BA.1 REMEMBERING ENUMERATE the use of Worklorce Analfics.

co20t9BA.2 UNDERSTANDING LTNDERSTAND the process of creating and using HR analytics

co2019BA.3 APPLYING USE dashboards, pivot tables for data driven decision making in HR.



c020t9BA.4 ANALYSING
ILLUSTRATE the use of various tools and flameworks for predictive
analytics.

co2019BA.5 EVALUAT]NG
DERIVE a variety of metrics and quantify key outcomes in multiple
areas of HR.

co20l9BA.6 CREATING
BUILD value for HR departments by showing clear links between
HR and Business outcomes.

Semester-II SE_IL-BA-04 2208A': Tableau

CO
COGNITIVE
ABILITIES COURSE OUTCOMES

co221BA.1 REMEMBERING
DEFINE Tableau terminology and SHOW how to Connect to your
data, Edit and save a data source.

co22tBA.2 LTNDERSTANDING
ILLUSTRATE the use of the Tableau interface to effectively create
powerful visualizations and charts.

co22tBA.3 APPLYING
MAKE USE OF statistical techniques to analyze your data,
parameters and input controls to give users control over certain
values.

co221BA.4 ANALYSING
INTEGRATE data sources using data blending and Combine data
from multiple tables in the same data source using ioins.

co22lBA.-s EVALUATING
CREATE basic calculations including basic arithmetic calculations,
custom aggregations and ratios, date math, and quick table
calculations.

co221BA.6 CREATING
BUILD spatial visualizations of non-geographic data by using
advanced geographic mapping techniques and custom images and
geocoding.

Semester-II SE-IL-BA.05 221BA: Data Walehousing Project Life Cycle Management

CO
COGNITIVE
ABILITIES COURSE OUTCOMES

CO22IBA.1 REMEMBERING DESCRIBE various stages in Data Warehouse development process.

co221BA.2 UNDERSTANDING

EXPLAIN the significance of and Project Management issues to be
considered in the Data warehouse and Business Intelligence projects
and the practicality of each phase.

co221BA.3 APPLYING MAKE USE OF the Data warehouse Lifecvcle.

co22tBA.4 ANALYSING
FORMULATE Requirements Definition using requirements
gathering methods.

co221BA.5 EVALUATING
DETERMINE users of information and SELECT appropdate
Information Delivery Tools, OLAP models and Data Mining
Techniques.

co22tBA.6 CREATING CREATE an Implementation Plan for a Data warehouse Project.
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Semester III

Semester III GC_11 301- Strategic Management

CO
COGNITIVE
ABILITIES COURSE OUTCOMES

co301.1 REMEMBERING DESCRIBE the basic terms and concepts in Strategic Management.

co301.2 UNDERSTANDING
EXPLAIN the various facets of Strategic Management in a real world
context.

co30l.3 UNDERSTANDING
DESCRIBE the trade-offs within and across strategy fomulation,
impleqentalion. appra isa l.

co30l.4 APPLYING
INTEGRATE the aspects olvarious functional areas of management
to develop a strategic perspective.

co301.5 ANALYSlNG
EXPLAIN the nature ofthe problems and challenges confronted by
the top management team and the approaches required to function
effeclively as strategists.

co30l.6 CREATING
DEVELOP the capability to view the firm in its totality in the context
of its environment.

Semester III cc -12 302- Decision Science

CO
COGNITIVE
ABILITIES COURSE OUTCOMES

co302. t REMEMBERING
DESCRIBE the concepts and models associated with Decision
Science.

co302.2 LINDERSTANDING
LTNDERSTAND the different decision-making tools required to
achieve optimisation in business processes.

co102.i TINDERSTANDING
APPLY appropriate decision-making approach and tools to be used
in business environment.

co302.4 APPLYING
ANALYSE real life situation with constraints and examine the
problems using different decision-makins tools

co302.s ANALYS]NG
EVALUATE the various facets of a business problerr and develop
problem solving ability

c0302.6 CREATING
DISCUSS & propose the various applications ofdecision tools in
the present business scenario.

Semester III GE-UL-13 306 - International Business Economics

CO
COGNITIVE
ABILITIES COURSE OUTCOMES

co 306.1 Remembering
RECALL and ENUMERATE the economic aspects of international
business.

co 306 .2 Understanding
DESCRIBE the outcomes of globalising and Iiberalising trade
environment, trade policv frameworks and macroeconomic linkases
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co 306 .3 Applying
DISCUSS the mechanisms and working of the foreign exchange
markets.

co 306 .4 Analysing
EXAMNE how a protectionist fade policy improves or diminishes
the prospects of survival / growth ofbusiness.

co 306.5 Evaluating
APPRAISE the implications of trade related policies under different
levels olproduct market concentration?

Semester III GE-UL-14 307- International Business Environment

CO
COGNITIVE
ABILITI ES

COURSE OUTCOMES

co 307.1 Remembering
Recall and Describe the key concepts of intemational Business
Environment

co 30'7 .2 Understanding
Understand the relevance of Multinational Corporations (MNCs) in
global trade

co 307 .3 Applying
Demonstrate the significance of FDI and FPI in respect of
developing economy

co307.4 Analysing
Analyze the issues related to Labor, Environmental and Global
Value chain

co 307 .5 Evaluating
Formulate and discuss the case related to various Agreements under
WTO and contemporary global business environment.

Semester III GE-UL-15 308 - Project Management

CO
COGNITIVF],
ABILITIES COURSE OUTCOMES

co 308 .l Remembering DEFINE the key terms and concepts in pro ject management.

co 308 .2 Understanding
EXPLAIN the Importance of project management methodologies and
tools at the distinct stages in the Project's life cycle

co 308 .3 Applying
ILLUSTRATE the importance olPM in most industries and
businesses

co 308 .4 Analysing
EXAMINE the importance of Leadership specifically in
heterogenous and virflral teams as well as govemance and approaches
to conflict resolutions

co 308 .5 Evaluating
DESIGN dashboard, status repoft and index for Key Performance
lndicators ofproject for the Management

Semester III GE-UL-T6 309 - Knowledge Management

CO
COGNITIVE
ABILITIES COURSE OUTCOMES

co 309.1 Rememberins DEFINE the key terms and concepts in Knowledge Management.

co 309 .2 Understanding DESCRIBE the Knowledge Management cycle

co 309 .3 Applying ISCUSS the types of Knowledge and its implications.
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co 309 .4 Analysing
OUTLINE the importance of capturing knowledge elements and its
stmctures application as a competitive advantage to business

co 309 .s Evaluating
EXPLAIN the human and business aspects ofknowledge
management.

Semester III GE-UL-.17 310- Corporate Governance

CO
COGNITIVE
ABILITIE,S COURSE OUTCOMES

co310.1 REMEMBERING
RICOGNIZE and REMEMBER the scope of Corporate
Govemance.

co3l0.2 UNDERSTANDING
UNDERSTAND the role of Board of Directors and Committees in
Good Corporate Govemance and key mechanism.

co310.3 APPLYING
APPLICATION of empirical methods of Corporate Govemance
and its impact on the Firms.

co310.4 ANALYSING
Analyze the legal framework of Corporate Governance and
lormulate lntemal control po]icies.

co310.s EVALUATING
Evaluate the legal framework and global perspective of Corporate
Govemance.

co310.6 CREATING
FORMULATE and DISCUSS Cases related to CG (Models), their
SUCCESS & FAILURES.

Semester III GE. UL - 18 311-Management of Non-profit organizations

CO
COGNITIVT],
ABILITIES COURSE OUTCOMES

co311.1 REMEMBERING
DESCRIBE the basic concepts and frameworks in the field of Non-
Profit Secror & Non-Profit Organization.

co31l.2 TINDERSTANDING

EXPLAIN the characteristics of Non-Profit organizations,
summarizing the factors affecting development of Non-Profit
organization.

co3 1 1.3 APPLYING
MAKE, use of theoretical concepts, frameworks while registration
process of Non-Profit Organization.

co311.4 ANAIYSING
EXAMINE the role of any public policies which helps NPO in
decision making.

co31 l.s EVALUATING
EVALUATE the performance ofNon- Profit organizations, the
critical financial considerations ofthe Non - Profit organization.
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Semester - III Specialization - Marketing Management (MKT)

Semester III SC _MKT- 03 304 MKT : Services Marketing

CO
COGNITIVE
ABILITIES COURSE OUTCOMES

CO304 MKT.I REMEMBERING RECALL the key concepts in services marketing

CO304 MKT.2 UNDERSTANDING EXPLAIN the role of Extended Marketing Mix in Services

CO304 MKT.3 APPLYING
DEMONSTRATE the new Paradigm and Perspectives in Marketing
of Services

CO304 MKT.4 ANALYSING
ANALYSE the significance of services marketing in the Indian and
global economy

C0304 MKT.5 EVALUATING
EVALUATE Segmentation, Targeting & Positioning of Services in
dynamic marketing environment

CO304 MKT.6 CREATING DEVELOP marketing mix for various services offedng

Semester III SC _ MKT- 04 305 MKT : Sales & Distribution Management

CO
COGNITI\T
ABILITIES COURSE OUTCOMES

CO3O5MKT.1 REMEMBERING
DESCRIBE the theoretical concepts related to Sales Management
and Distribution Management Domain

CO3O5MKT.2 UNDERSTAND]NG
LINDERSTAND the concepts, techniques and approaches required
for effective decision making in the areas of Sales and Distribution.

CO3O5MKT.3 APPLYING APPLY the concepts related to sales and distribution management.

C03O5MKT,4 ANAIYSING
ANALYZE the real life scenarios of sales and distribution
management.

C03O5MKT.5 EVALI]ATING
EVALUATE the existing sales and distribution strategies and
approaches.

C03O5MKT.6 CREATING DEVELOP generate and evaluate sales and distribution strategies.

Semester III SE _ IL - MKT- O? 312 MKT: Business to Business Marketing

CO
COGNITIVE
ABILITIES COURSE OUTCOMES

CO312 MKT.I REMEMBERING
DEFINE the terms and concepts related to Business to Business
marketing

CO3I2MKT.2 UNDERSTANDING
EXPLAIN the terms and concepts used in business to business
marketing

CO3I2 MKT.3 APPLYING
IDENTIFY challenges and opportunities in Business-to-Business
Marketing.

CO3 I2 MKT.4 ANALYSING
FORMULATE segmentation, targeting and positioning, consumer

buying behaviour and marketing mix in the context of Business to
Business marketing 1^dra Par)
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CO3I2MKT.5 EVALUATING
ESIGN marketing mix elements considering business-to-business
es and service situations.

CO3 12MKT.6
DEVELOP marketing plan for business-to-business Marketing
situations.

Semester III SE _ IL - MKT. 08 313 MKT: International Marketing

CO
COGNITIVE
ABILITIES COURSE OUTCOMES

CO3l3MKT.I REMEMBERING
ENUMERATE various terms and key concepts associated with
intemational marketing.

CO3I3MKT.2 UNDERSTANDING
EXPLAIN various key concepts used in all aspects ofinternational
marketing.

CO3I3MKT.3 APPLYING APPLY all stages in intemational marketing management process.

CO3] 3MKT.4 ANALYSING
EXAMINE various facets of intemational marketing environment
and the relevant aspects of intemational marketing management
process lrom a data driven decision perspective.

CO3I 3MKT.5 EVALUATING

JUDGE suitability of alternative market segmentation bases, target
market selection, market entry strategies, positioning strategies and
intemational marketing mix strategies based on Assessment of
intemational marketing environment.

CO3I3MKT.6 CREATING

DESIGN appropriate market segmentation, target market, market
entry strategies, positioning strategies and intemational marketing
mix strategies for business organizations.

Semester III SE IL - MKT. 09 314 MKT: Digital Marketing II
CO

COGNITIVE
ABILITIES COURSE OUTCOMES

CO 3 I4MKT I REMEMBERING DEFINE the key terms and concepts related with digital marketing

CO 3I4MKT.2 IJNDERSTAND]NG EXPLAIN various tools of digital marketing.

CO 3I4MKT.3 APPLYING MAKI USE OF various tools of digital marketing.

CO 314MKT.4 ANALYSING
CLASSIFY the different tools and techniques of digital Marketing
with respect to SEO, SEM and SMM to increase the customer
acquisition and retention.

CO 314MKT.5 EVALUATING
ASSESS the suitability of Digital Marketing Tools w.r.t. SEO, SEM
and SMM to increase cost-effectiveness in specific marketing
situations.

CO 3I4MKT.6 CREATING DEVELOP appropriate digital marketing campaign.



Semester III SE -IL -MKT- 1O 315 Marketing of Financial Services - II
CO

COGNITIVE
ABILITIES COURSE OUTCOMES

CO315MKT.1 REMEMBERING RECALL the key concepts of the lndian Banking system.

CO3 I5MKT.2 UNDERSTANDINC
EXPLAIN the fundamental changes in banking and financial markets
as financial institutions.

CO3 15MKT.3 APPLYING
DEMONSTRATE the skills and knowledge required to understand
and Need based pitching of the financial Products to the targeted
customers.

CO3 I5MKT.4 ANALYSING
OUTLINE the growth & service offerings of wealth management in
global & lndian contex t.

CC)3I 5MKT-5 EVALUATING
ASSESS the customer touch-points and customer-buying joumey for
financial services.

CO3I5MKT.6 CREATING CREATE the marketing strategy for financial products.

Semester III SE -IL.MKT- 11 316 :Marketing Analytics

CO
COGNITIVE
ABILITIES COURSE OUTCOMES

co3l6MKT.l REMEMBERING DEFINE various key concepts in Marketing Analytics

CO316MKT.2 LTNDERSTANDING DESCRIBE various key concepts in Marketing Anal)tics

CO3I6MKT.3 APPLYING
IDENTIFY what customers' value in a product/service, and assess

what they are willing to pay for it.

CO316MKT.4 ANALYSING
EXPLAIN the use of various models and frameworks to solve
marketing problems usi4g marketing data

CO3I6MKT.5 EVALUATING
MEASURE the effectiveness of marketing effortsand key outcomes
in multiple areas of Marketing.

CO3 I6MKT.6 CREATINC
DESIGN a study that incorporates the key tools and techniques of
Marketing Analltics

Semester III SE -IL.MKT- 12 317 : Marketing of High Technology Products

CO
COGNITIYE
ABILITIES COURSE OUTCOMES

co317.1 REMEMBERING
DESCRIBE the characteristics of High Technology Products and
key concepts associated with Marketing ofHigh-Tech Products.

co311.2 UNDERSTANDING
EXPLAIN key concepts associated with Marketing of High-Tech
Products.

co31t.3 APPLY]NG
APPLY marketing plans and decisions in specific situations in High-
Tech Markets.

co317.4 ANALYSING
EXAMINE the suitability olMarteting Mix Strategies/Plans in the
ligtrt of marketing environment for high Tech products.
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co317.5 EVALUATING ALUATE altemative Marketing Mix Strategies/Plans forHigh-

co3t7.6 DEVELOP Marketing Mix Strategies/Plans for High-Tech Products.

Semester III Specialization - Financial Management (FIN)

Semester III SC_FIN-03 304 FIN- Advanced Financial Management

CO
COGNITIVE
ABILITIES COURSE OUTCOMES

co 304.1 REMEMBERING
DESCRIBE the basic concepts in financing, investing and profit
distribution in a firm

co 304.2 UNDERSTANDING
EXPLAIN theoretical concepts related to raising and use of funds
and value of firm

co 304 .3 APPLYING
CALCULATE values for making capital structure, investment,
liquidity and dividend decisions in the financial management of a
firm

co 304.4 ANALYS]NG
ANALYZE the options for making the right financial decisions of a
firm

co 304.5 EVALUATING
ASSESS the role offinancial planning, risk analysis in investments,
liquidity and credit management policy of the firm on shareholder
value

co304.6 CREATING
DESIGN an appropriate financial sfategy using any one or multiple
concepts/ techniques leamed in this course.

Semester III SC_FIN-04 305 FIN - International Finance

CO
COGNITIVE
ABILITIES COURSE OUTCOMES

C0305FIN.l Rememberins Enumerate the key terms associated with Intemational Finance.

C0305FIN.2 Understanding
Summarize the various the concepts related to regulators, financial
markets, Financial lnstruments, tax structures at international level.

C03O5FIN.3 Applying
Illustrate the role of international monitory systems & intermediaries
in Global financial market.

C03OsFIN.4 Analyzing
Inspect the various parameters of global financial market and
interpret best possible intemational investment opportunities.

C03OsFIN.5 Evaluating
Determine the various strategies to staft investment or business at the
intemational level by considering various factors of intemational
finance.

C03O5FIN.6 Creating
Formulate the investment plan or business plan by adapting
international finance environment.
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Semester lll SE-IL-FIN-09 312 FIN - Behavioral Finance

CO
COGl\[ITIVE
ABILITIES COURSE OUTCOMES

C0312FIN.1 Remembering
Enumerate the key terms associate with behavior finance, investment
in financial markets & Corporate finance.

C()312FIN.2 Understanding
lllustrate the various theories associated with behavior finance and
parameters of investing in financial market.

C0312FIN.3 Applying
Identify persistent or systematic behavioural factors that influence
investors and investment decisions.

C()312FIN.4 Analyzing
Analyse the various behavioural finance lactors related to corporate
& individual inveslors.

C0312FIN.5 Evaluating
Interpret various investment strategies of effective investment in the
financial market on the basis of various theories and factors o1

behavioural finance.

C0312FIN.6 Creating
Plan the systematic approach of corporate and investors towards
investment for stable growth on the basis ofbehavioural finance.

Semester III SE_IL-FIN-10 313 FIN: Technical Analysis of Financial Markets

CO
COGNITIVE
ABILITIES COURSE OUTCOMES

co102.1 REMEMBERING

Remember the concepts, terminologies, frameworks, tools,
techniques and

theories oftechnical analysis taught in the syllabus.

cot02.2 LINDERSTANDING
UNDERSTAND the applications of techrical analysis and the
various types of charts and the psycholoey behind a pattern and its

co102.3 APPLYING
MAKE PRACTICAL USE of the Theories, Models, Principles and
Frameworks of technical analysis for estimating market prices of
different securities

co1.02.4 ANAIYSING
ANALYSE AND FORECAST the market prices of securities in
order to take and execute investment decisions

co102.5 EVALUATING
FORMULATE an ideal portfolio of investments with a combination
of wide number of securities

Semester III SE_IL.FIN-11 314FIN: Commodities Markets

CO
COGNITIVE
ABILITIES COURSE OUTCOMES

CO314FIN.1 RTMEMBERING DESCRIBE the key concepts of commodities market

CO3I4FIN.2 UNDERSTANDING
Understanding the pricing mechanism of commodity, regulatory
framework and the difference between commodity and financial
derivatives

CO3 I4FIN.3 APPLYING
APPLY all the required strategies and calculations of commodities
trading.
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co314FrN.4 ANALYSING
ALYZE both the fundamental and technical factors that drive the

rmodity price movements

C0314FIN.5 EVALUATING
EVALUATE the various methods and tools to detect the pulse of the
markets and determine the trend in which the prices are moving.

co3l4FN.6 CREATING
ADAPT the skills of commodity analysis and build their own trading
strategies

Semester III SB, IL - FIN I2 315 FIN - Indirect Taxation

CO
COGNITIVE
ABILITIES COURSE OUTCOMES

CO315FIN.1 Remembering

Remembering the key concepts of Indirect Taxes in India Identifying
and enumerating the various tems associated with GST and other
indirect taxes.

C0315FIN.2 Understanding

Explain how GST works as an Uniform Tax Structure, Illustrate the
GST framework of India, & describe the important concepts such as

supply, dual taxation method, registration process, etc.

C0315FIN.3 Applying

Apply the theories and Principles and perform all calculation
through numerical problems on valuation and calculation of taxes.
Identify the time value of supply; determine the taxable person and
tax levied on goods and services.

CO315FIN.4 Analysing
Illustrate the e filling process of GST
Categorize the Goods and Services under GST and amount oftax to
be paid using Dual tax concept.

CO3I5FIN.5 Evaluating

Evaluate Input Tax Credit Process, reversal, late fi1ing and New
Amendments; appraise various indirect taxes; lnterpret the GST
framework in India & verifl, the tax levied on Goods and Services.

CO315FIN.6 Creating

Elaborate all Provisions of GST and can conelate with filing of
returns; virtual e filling can be done Estimate the GST, TDS,
anticipate goods, seruices, tax payable person for the business.

Semester III SE_IL.FIN_13 316 FIN - Corporate Financial Restructuring

CO
COGMTIVE
ABILITIES COURSE OUTCOMES

CO316FIN.1 REMEMBERING
DESCRIBE the basic concepts related corporate restructuring,
Mergers & Acquisitions, Valuation Aspects of Corporate
Restructuring and Corporate Governance Aspects olRestructuring

CO3 I6FIN.2 UNDERSTANDING

EXPLAIN the motivations, decision processes, transaction execution,
and valuation consequences of financial, business, and
organizational restructuring by corporate units.

CO316FIN.3 APPLYING
PERFORM all the required calculations through relevant numerical
problems.
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CO316FIN.4 ANALYSING
ANALYZE the situation by calculations of exchange ratio, financial
returrrs, valuations and others.

C0316FIN.5
EVALUATE impact of corporate financial restructuring on all
stakeholders

Semester III SE_IL-FIN-T4 317 FIN: Financial Modeling

CO
COGNITIYE
ABILITIES COURSE OUTCOMES

co3 17. r REMEMBERING
Remember the concepts, terminologies, frameworks, tools and
techn iques of Financ ia I modeling

co3t7.2 LINDERSTANDING
LTNDERSTAND the applications and use of MS Excel in financial
modeling and its diflerent techniques

co3l7.3 APPLYING
DEVELOP, APPLY and actually use core functionality of MS Excel
in decision framework to solve managerial problems

co3tl .4 ANALYSING
ANALYSE different financial models in order to eliminate
substantial risk of poor spreadsheet coding

co3l7.5 EVALUATING
FORMULATE an idea and acceptable solutions to solve different
problems in the area of financial management

co311.6 Creating
BUILD financial models by making appropriate assumptions on
financial factors relevant to the situation

Semester III SE-IL-FIN_,I5 318 Fin-Digital Banking

CO
COGNITI}'E
ABILITIES COURSE OUTCOMES

CO318 Fin.1 REMEMBERING Remember various concepts and products in Digital Banking

CO3 18 Fin.2 LINDERSTANDING
Explain and understand the significance and development of Digital
Banking

CO318 Fin.3 APPLYING
Compare and contrast the Branchless Banking and Traditional
Banking

CO318 Fin.4 ANALYSING
Analyze the pa),ment system of digital banking from consumerk
point of view

CO318 Fin.5 EVALUATING
Evaluate Role of digital banking and emerging technologies in
economic development

Semester III SE_IL-FIN_16 319 FIN - Treasury Management

CO
COGNITIVE
ABILITIES COURSE OUTCOMES

CO3l5FIN.I Remembering
Remembering the key concepts of Treasury Management, Treasury
markets, cash management, and intemal controls.
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CO315FIN.2 Understanding
Explain organisation structure and functions of treasury, Illustrate
cash flow cycle, relate various types ofrisks; describe the important
concepts such as liquidity, controls, etc.

C0315FIN.3 Applying
ldentify the market participants, treasury products, Apply the
concepts of , forex cash management. Use concepts to mitigate
frnancial and operational risks.

CO3I5FIN.4 Analysing
Outline the responsibilities and functions of Treasury Manager,
Classify tlpes of Treasury markets, Illustrate and analyse the risk.

CO315FIN.5 Evaluating
Explain the structure and organisation of Treasury; compare types of
liquidity, controls and audits; appraise funding altematives. Appraise
the moral and ethical aspects in treasury management.

CO3I5FIN.6 Creating
Design the money and funds management plan in a given situation
using various concepts and instruments used in treasury function.

Semester III SE_IL-FIN_17 320 FIN - Project Finance and Trade Finance

CO
COGNITIVE
ABILITIES COURSE OUTCOMES

c0320.1 REMEMBERING DESCRIBE the concepts ofProject Finance and Trade Finance.

co320.2 LINDERSTANDING
SUMMARIZE the key aspects in context with Project Finance and
Trade Finance.

co320.3 APPLYING
IDENTIFY the applicability ofProject Finance and Trade Finance in
modern business era.

co320.4 ANALYSING EXAMINE the risks involved in Project Finance and Trade Finance.

co320.s EVALUATING
EVAIUATE the proposal of securing finance by considering the
capital structure and documentation involved.

Semester III SE_IL-FIN_18 32l-lnsurance Laws and Regulation

CO
COGNITI\'E
ABILITIES COURSE OUTCOMES

co32t.t REMEMBERING RELATE to terminologies used in Insurance Law

co32t.2 LTNDERSTANDING
EXPLAIN the role of insurance law in overall development of the
country through risk management and insurance coverage.

co321.3 APPLYING
IDENTIFY risk management plans , strategies and techniques in Life
and General lnsurance.

co32t.4 ANALYSING
APPRAISE Regulatory Framework of Insurance Business in India &
Corporate Goverlance Practices for Insurance Companies.

co321.5 EVALUAT]NG ASSESS the insurance policies in the light ofrisk valuation.
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Semester lll SE_IL-FIN_19 322FIN - Marine lnsurance

CO
COGNITIVE
ABILITIES COURSE OUTCOMES

CC)322FIN.1 REMEMBERING
Enumerate the key terms associate with Marine Insurance,
Documentation and Reinsuranse.

C0322FIN.2 UNDERSTANDING
Understand various statutes applicable, necessary arangements and
documentation required for Marine Insurance.

C0322FIN.3 APPLYING
Detetmine the insurance cover and policy tlpe considering the risk
involved.

CO322FIN.4 ANALYSING
Detect the insurable interest, probable losses and the profitability
element.

CO322FIN.5 EVALUATING Evaluate the risk involved and need for reinsurance

CO322FIN.6 CREATING DESIGN the Marine lnsurance Policy on a hypothetical situation

Semester III SE.IL-FIN_20 323FIN: Fire Insurance

CO
COGNITIVE
ABILITIES COURSE OUTCOMES

co323.t REMEMBERING TINDERSTAND the major concepts and terms in fire insurance

co323.2 LTNDERSTANDING EXPLAIN the procedure of underwriting, claims and settlement

co323.3 APPLYiNG IDENTIFY the tlpes of Fire Hazards and the suitable policies

co323.4 ANALYSING ANALYSE the Inspection and Survey Reports

co323.5 EVALUATING DETERMINE the Claim Amount in the Fire Insurance Claim

co323.6 CREATING DESIGN the Fire hrsurance Policy on a hypothetical situation

Semester - I [I Specialization: Human Resource Management

Semester III SC _HRM - 03 304HRM- Strategic Human Resource Management

CO
COGNITIVE
ABILITIES COURSE OUTCOMES

CO3O4HRM.1 REMEMBERING
REMEMBER the strategies adopted by HR and their implementation
issues and challenges faced by the organization
in national and intemational context.

C03O4HRM.2 UNDERSTANDINC

Ability to UNDERSTAND and ARTICULATE the basic concepts of
SHRM and link the HR strategies to the organizational business
strategies.

CO3O4HRM.3
APPLYING AND

ANALYZING
Ability to ANALYZE HR as an investment to the company.
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to INTERPRET and EVALUATE the implementation of theEVALUATING

RMULATE and provide realistic solutions to the industry by

Semester III SC_HRM-04 305HRM : HR Operations

CO
COGNITIVE
ABILITIES COURSE OUTCOMES

CO315HRM.1 REMEMBERING
DESCRIBE structure of personneI depaltment, its policies
and maintenance of employee files & records

CO31 5HRM.2 UNDERSTANDING LEARN drafting of communications for disciplinary actions

CO315HRM.3 APPLYING
DEMONSTRATE the knowledge and calculations of bonus,
gratuity, PF, ESI etc.

CO3I5HRM.4 ANALYSING
EXPERIMEMT to calculate the computation of Workmen
compensation, Bonus ?nd Gratuity as per relevant acts

CO315HRM.5 EVALUATING
CALCULATE computation of Workmen compensation,
Bonus and Gratuity

CO3I5HRM.6 CREATING
FILE returns under various labour laws and prepare salary
structure

Semester III SE _ IL. HRM . 07 3 l2HRM: Talent Management

CO
COGNITIVE
ABILITIES COURSE OUTCOMES

co.312.1 REMEMBERING DEFINE Talent Management and its significance

co.312.2 LN!DERSTANDING
UNDERSTANDING performance excellence through Talent
Management

co.312.3 APPLYING
APPLY Talent Management concepts in Human Resource
Management

co.3t2.4 ANALYSiNG
ANALYSING Talent Management practices in employee
development and career enhancement

co.312.5 EVALUATING
FORMULATE the Talent Management Strategies for any
organisation.

Semester III SE-IL.HRM-08 313HRM : Psychometric testing and Assessment

CO
COGNITI\,T,
ABILITIES COURSE OUTCOMES

co313.1 REMEMBERING
KNOW various tools of psychometry designed to measure traits
of individuals

co313.2 UNDERSTAND]NG
UNDERSTAND & Conduct the group simulated exercises for
organi?ationaI purpose



co313.3 APPLYING IDENTIFY AND ADMINISTER psychometric tools to respondents

co313.4 ANALYSING
INTERPRET results and counsel the respondent based on the
results

co3l3.5 CREATING
CRIATE Psychometric Tests for the specific traits as required by
the organization

Semester III SE_IL.HRM-09 314 HRM : HR Perspectives in Mergers & Acquisitions

CO
COGNITIYE
ABILITIES COURSE OUTCOMES

C03 I4HRM.I REMEMBERING
LIST conceptual framework of Mergers & Acquisitions and
organization integration

C0314HRM.2 T]NDERSTANDING
UNDERSTAND HR's role and due diligence process in Mergers &
Acquisitions

CO3I4HRM.3 APPLYING
MANAGE/ SOLVE HR issues arising out during Mergers &
Acquisitions

CO3I4HRM.4 ANALYS]NG ORGANIZE HR due diligence before M & A

CO3I4HRM.5 EVALUATING SUPPORT process ofchange managemcnt in M & A

C0314HRM.6 CREATING
FORMULATE HR processes for restructuring compensation and
bene'lils in Mergers & Acquisitions

Semester III SE_IL-HRM.IO 315HRM : International HR

CO
COGNITI}'E
ABILITIES COURSE OUTCOMES

CO3I5HRM.l REMEMBERING IDENTIFY key perspectives of global workforce management

CO3I5HRM.2 LN.{DERSTANDING TINDERSTAND cultural aspects of Intemational HRM

CO3I5HRM.3 APPLYING PREPARE HR planning for long term global staffing

CO3I5HRM.4 ANALYSING
ILLUSTRATE steps involved in global selection of human
resources

CO315HRM.5 EVALUATING
FORMULATE Training and development policy for expatriate
employees of an organization

CO315HRM.6 CREATING

ANALYZE / COMPARE important points that needs to be included
while drafting global workforce performance &
development management system of an organization

Semester III SE_IL.HRM-11 316 HRM: Mentoring and Coaching

CO
COGNITIVE
ABILITIES COURSE OUTCOMES

CO3I6HRM.1 Remembering ENUMERATE various concepts of Mentoring and Coaching.

CO3 I6HRM.2 Understanding TINDERSTAND techniques of Mentoring and Co;rc{f1g;---



CO3I6HRM-3 Applying PLY models of Mentoring and Coaching to real world scenarios

CO3I6HRM.4 Analyzing ANALYSE issues in Mentoring and Coaching

CO3I6HRM.5
Evaluating &

Creating
DEVELOP skilIs needed to become Mentor, Coach

Semester III SE_IL-HRM.12 317 IIRM : Compensation and Reward Management

CO
COGNITIVE
ABILITIES COURSE OUTCOMES

CO3l7HRM.I REMEMBERING DESCRIBE concept ofcompensation and cost

CO317HRM.2 UNDERSTANDING UNDERSTAND compensation and reward management process

CO3I7HRM,3 APPLYING
COMPARE issues related to compensation and survey of wages
& salary administration in various industries

CO317HRM.4 ANALYSING
EXPERIMEMT to calculate various types of monetary and profit
sharing incentives

CO3 17HRM.5 EVALUATING
CALCULATE income tax as per the current slabs for the
employees under different salary brackets

CO3I7HRM.6 CREATING FORMULATE salary structure incorporating tax saving components.

Semester III SE_IL-HRM-13 318 HRM : Performance Management System

CO
COGNITIVE
ABILITIES COURSE OUTCOMES

CO HRM,I REMEMBERING
DESCRIBE key components and applicability oftheories of
Performance Managgment System

CO3I 8 HRM 2 LINDERSTANDING
DEMONSTRATE the communication skills required when
managing achievement and underachievement.

CO318 HRM.3 APPLYING IDENTIFY factors affecting Performance Measurement

CO31 8 HRM 4 ANALYSING ANALYZE various tools for performance assessment

CO318 HRM.5 EVALUATING
COMPARE various organizational performance management
systems and best practices.

CO3I8 HRM.6 CREATING DESIGN a performance management process for an organization.

Semester III lE-IL-HRM-1r 319 HRM -: Change Management & new technologies in HRM

CO COGNITI!'E
ARII ITIIi'S COURSE OUTCOMES

CO. HRM.2 UNDERSTANDING I-INDERSTANDING change management model and practices

CO. HRM .3 APPLYING APPLY Change Management in context to digital transformation

CO. HRM.4 ANALYSING &
EVALUATING

EXAMINE and DETERMINE various concepts in human resource
information system

CO. HRM.5 CREATING IMPLEMENT change management in the organization.



Semester - III Specialization: Operations & Supply Chain

Semester III SC_OSCM-03 304 OSCM- Services Operations Management - II
CO

COGNITIVE
ABILITIES COURSE OUTCOME,S

c03040scM .1 REMEMBERING DEFINE the key concepts in Services Operations Management.

co3040scM.2 tn..IDERSTANDING

DIFFERENRTIATE between various service strategies, service
quality dimensions, and customer relationships based on life time
value.

CO30,lOSCM.3 APPLYING
IDENTIFY the sources ofvalue in a service supply relationship &
three factors that drive profitability for a professional service firm

CO3O4OSCM,4 ANALYSING
CATEGORZE a service firm according to its stage of
competitiveness.

co3040scM .5 EVALUATING
MODIFY the Service sfategies of an organization for achieving the

strategic service vision.

c03040scM.6 CREATING SOLVE the relevant numerical in the scope of the subject.

Semester III sc-oscM-04 305 OSCM - Logistics Management

CO
COGI\ITIVE
ABILITIES COURSE OUTCOMES

co3050scM. t REMEMBERING DEFINE basic terms and concepts related to Logistics management.

co3050scM.2 LTNDERSTANDING
EXPLAIN the infrastructure of logistics, its linkage with various
tlpes of communication modes.

co3050scM.3 APPLYING
DESCRIBE the various dimensions of logistics management and
transpoft, their inter-linkages with different types offreights.

co3050scM.4 ANALYSING
CALCULATE logistic costs and various classification methods of
reducing the cost. lnvolving the information technology and its
impacts.

co3050scM.5 EVALUATINC
OUTLINE a typical logistic framework and services. ILLUSTRATE
the linkages with its dynamic storage system / Customer Issues,
Logistic and Business Issues in a real world context.

co305()scM.6 CREATING
DISCUSS modem real world logistical systems using the various
concepts in the syllabus.
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Semester Ill sE-IL-OSCM-07 312 OSCM- Manufacturing Resource planning

CO
COGNITIVE
ABILITIES COURSE OUTCOMES

co3120scM.l REMEMBERING DEFINE basic terms and concepts related to MRp II.

co3120scM.2 UNDERSTANDING
DESCRIBE the integrated planning structure and functioni
incorporated within MRP.

co3120scM.3 APPLYING
ILLUSRATE the importance of MRP as a top-manageme"t plu"ning
tool

co3120scM.4 ANALYSING IDENTIFY the vertical and horizontal cross-functional integration
within the MRP II planning hierarchy.

co3120SCM.5 EVALUATING
EXPLAIN how what-if simulation, modeling, and analysis are used
to produce feasible plans.

co3l20scM.6 CREATING
DISCUSS how MRP supports the company,s cost, qualiry, and
delivery operating objectives.

Semester III sE-rL-oscM_08 313 OSCM- Sustainable Supply Chains

CO
COGNITIVE
ABILITIES COURSE OUTCOMES

co3l30scM.1 REMEMBERING
ENUMERATE the key concepts of Sustainable Supply Chains and
Sustainable Supply Chain Managcment.

c03130scM.2 LINDERSTANDING
DESCRIBE and DISCUSS the role and importance of sustainability
and sustainable development in different rypes of supply chains.

co3 130scM.3 APPLYING
IDENTIFY and USE relevant established at d em".ging p.inciples,
frameworks and theories in sustainable logistics and supply chain
management.

co3l3(]scM.4 ANALYSING
INTEGRATE fundamental strategies, tools and techniques to analyze
and design environmentally sustainable supply chain systems.

co3l30scM.5 EVALUATING
DETERMINE the unsustainable impact of logistics activities, both
individual, and in the wider context of the supply chain.

co3 r30scM.6 CREATING
COMPILE the managerial challenges, and FORMULATE a
structured solution to these, with clear implications for relevant
stakeholders.

Semester III sE-IL-OSCM-09 31

CO
COGNITIVE
ABILITIES COURSE OUTCOMES

co3140scM.t REMEMBERING
ITEPRODUCE the essential tenets of Business Excellence ir
organizations with special emphasis on Operations Excellence

co3140scM 2 UNDERSTANDING
EXPLAIN the basic principles of various models of Business
Excellence. -.=;i-\
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co3l40scM.3 APPLYING
MAKE USE OF the concepts, tools and techniques of Business

Excellence in the various areas of Operations, Supply Chain and

Services

c03 t4()scM.4 ANALYSING
ILLUSTRATE the various facets of development, implementation
and assessment of business excellence

co3140scM.5 EVALUATING
FORMULATE a managerial perspective and DEVELOP an informed
decision- marking ability for driving Business Excellence in the

various areas of Operations, Supply Chain and Services

co3 t40scM.6 CREATING
DISCUSS what makes some organizations best-in-class

organizations.

Semester III SE _ IL. OSCM _ 10 315 OSCM- Tovota Production Svstem

CO
COGNITIVE
ABILITIES COURSE OUTCOMES

co3l50scM.l REMEMBERING DESCRIBE 14 principles of the Toyota Way.

co3 150scM.2 UNDERSTANDING RELATE the TPS with other business situations.

co3l50scM.3 APPLYING IMPLEMENT TPS principles to a real-life situation.

co3l50scM.4 ANALYSING
EXAMINE the application of TPS principlcs in a scrvice or
manufacturing unit/ organization.

co3 l50scM.5 EVALUATING
DESIGN a process for executing Improvement lnitiatives at

workplace.

co3l50scM.6 CREATING BUILD an organization culture to foster continuous improvement.

Semester III SE_IL-OSCM_II 316OSCM- Operations & Service Strategy

CO
COGNITI\'E
ABILITIES COURSE OUTCOMES

cC)316c)scM.r REMEMBERING ENUMERATE the key components of operations sffategy.

co3160scM.2 UNDERSTANDING

EXPLAIN the linkages between operations strategy and competitive
advantage as the basis of competitive position though superior
product development, cost, quality, features.

co3160scM.3 APPLYING
ILLUSTRATE the broader context ofbusiness strategy & fit between
manufacturing and operations capabilities and the business strategy

co3160scM.4 ANALYSING

EXAMINE the concepts of competitive leverage using
manufacturing and operations, the fit of the various elements of
manufacturing and operations, the impact ofthe competitive
environment, and the stmcture of the value chain.

co3160scM.5 EVALI,IATING DESIGN the operations and service strategy.

co3 r 60scM 6 CREATING
FORMULATE an operations strategy (long-term plan) and link with
operational decisions. ,---*-,ffi;
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Semester III sE-IL-OSCM-12 317 OSCM- Six Sigma for Operations

CO
COGNITIVE
ABILITIES COURSE OUTCOMES

co3l7()scM.1 REMEMBERING
DESCRIBE the Key Concepts and Definitions associated with
Quality Management, Six Sigma and Process of Six Sigma

co3170scM.2 UNDERSTANDING
SUMMARIZE the six-sigma philosophy along with understanding of
7 QC Tools.

co3l70scM.3 APPLYING
PREDICT the change due to Six Sigma Implementation and
Application of Six Sigma tools in new settings

co31 70scM.4 ANALYSING
APPRECIATE use of Six Sigma for services performance
improvement and strengthening the Organizational Structures

co3170scM.5 EVALUATING
DECIDE control chart to use for given set of data and ROSS (Retum
on Six Sigma)

c03l70scM.6 CREATING
CREATING a Case for Business Models in Different
Industries/Proposing a Strategy by Studying the cases of Successful
Six Sigrna Implementation

Semester - III Specialization: Business Analytics

Semester III SC_BA-03 304 BA- Advanced Statistical Methods using R

CO
COGNITIVE
ABILITIES COURSE OUTCOMES

co304BA.1 REMEMBERING
RECALL all basic statistical concepts and associated values,
formulae.

co304BA.2 UNDERSTANDING
EXPLAIN the statistical tools and DESCRIBE their applications in
multiple business domains and scenarios

co304BA.3 APPLYING APPLY time series analysis in prediction ofvarious trends.

co304BA.4 ANALYSING
DISCRIMINATE between various types of probability and
probability distributions.

co304BA.5 EVALUATING FORMULATE and TEST hypothesis using tools of R.

co304BA.6 CREATING
COMBINE various tools and functions of R programming language
and use them in live analyical projects in multiple business domains
and scenarios.

Semester lll SC_BA-04 305 BA - Machine Learning & Cognitive intelligence using Python

CO
COGNITI\'E
ABILITIES COURSE OUTCOMES

c0305BA.1 REMEMBERING
DEFINE the key terms in Python, Machine Leaming and Cognitive
Intelligence
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co305BA.2 LINDERSTANDING
EXPLAIN the applications of Machine Learning in multiple business
domains and scenarios

c0305BA.3 APPLYING
DEVELOP a thought process to think like data scientist/business
Analyst

co305BA.4 ANALYSING
ANALYSE data using supervised and unsuperuised Leaming
Techniques

c()305BA.5 EVALUATING
SELECT the right functions, arrays of Plhon for Machine Leaming

algorithms.

co305BA.6 CREATING
COMBINE various tools and functions
developing Machine Leaming algorithms

of Plthon language in
and use them in live

analytical projects in multiple business domain and scenarios.

Semester III SE_IL.BA-06 !12 BA- Social Media, Web & Text Analytics

CO
COGNITIVE
ABILITIES COURSE OUTCOMES

co312BA.1 REMEMBERING
DEFINE the kcy terms in Social Media Analyics, Web Analytics and
Text Analytics

co312BA.2 LTNDERSTANDING

EXPLAIN the applications ol Social Media Analyics, Web
Analytics and Text Analytics in multiple business domains and
scenarios

co312BA.3 APPLYING
DEVELOP a thought process to hamess the power of social media
anal)tics to improve wcbsite or business

co312BA.4 ANALYSING ANALYSE Social Media Analyics and Web Analyics Tools

co312BA.5 EVALUATING
SELECT the right metrics for Social Media Analytics and Web
Analytics

co312BA.6 CREATING
COMBINE various tools and metrics in building high impact
dashboard in multiple business domains and scenarios

Semester Ill SE_IL.BA_07 313 BA- Industrial Internet ofThings

CO
COGNITIVE
ABILITIES COURSE OUTCOMES

co313BA.1 REMEMBERING
ENUMERATE the key concepts of industry 4.0, data science in

manufacturing, operations anallics and IIOT

co313BA.2 UNDERSTANDING DISCUSS the value added by analytics in the operations function.

co313BA.3 APPLYING
DEMONSTRATE the practical applications of data analyics and
data science in manulacturing operations.

co313BA.4 ANALYSING
EXAMINE the Industrial lntemet of ings (IIoT) and the role of Big
Data Analltjcs.

co3l3BA.5 EVALUATING EXPLAIN the applications oi analytics in operations.
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co313BA.6 COMPILE the issues pertaining to the adoption of technologies that

Semester III SE_IL-BA_08 3148.{: Supply Chain Analytics

CO
COGNITI\T
ABILITIES COURSE OUTCOMES

co314BA.1 REMEMBERING
DESCRIBE the imporlance of the basics of Supply Chain Anallics
and Optimization

co314BA.2 LI}JDERSTANDING
EXPLAIN the role and applications of Descriptive, Predictive &
Prescriptive Analyics in a Supply Chain

co314BA.3 APPLYING ILLUSTRATE the basics of Modeling through R Language.

co3l4BA.4 ANALYSING
EXAMINE the level of uncertainty associated with the supply of
products and services to targeted customer segments and justify the
choice of a supply

co314BA.5 EVALUATING
DETERMINE the right tools for addressing various issues in Supply
Chain chain strategy and its fit with competitive strategy. Analyics.

co314BA.6 CREATING
COMBINE the various approaches to Supply Chain Analyics for
improvements in the supply chain system

Semester III SE-IL-BA_09 315 BA- Cognos

CO
COGNITIVE
ABILITIES COURSE OUTCOMES

co315BA.1 REMEMBERING TELL how and when to use visualization

co315BA.2 LN..IDERSTANDING ILUSTRATE uses of crosstabs and SQL queries

co315BA.3 APPLYING BUILD stunning Dashboards with Cognos Anallics
co315BA.4 ANALYSING ILLUSTRATE the full-fledged Report Authoring tool

co31sBA.5 EVALUATING
EXPLAIN how a dashboard is different from a report, and when to
use both

co31sBA.6 CREATING
DEVELOP the advanced reporling solutions which allow users to
perform complex analysis tasks and interact with information

Semester III SE_IL-BA_10 3168A- Predictive Modelling using SPSS Modeler

CO
COGNITI\,T,
ABILITIES COURSE OUTCOMES

co3168A.1 REMEMBERING
DESCRIBE what Predictive Modeling is all about and know why
you would want to use it

co3168A.2 UNDERSTANDING
EXPLAIN the CRISP-DM methodology and the IBM SPSS Modeler
Workbench
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co3168,4.3 APPLYING
Explore, Prepare, Model and Evaluate your data using IBM SPSS
Modeler

co3168A.4 ANALYSING ILLUSTRATE how to use modeling skills to make decisions.

co3168A.5 EVALUATING
FORMULATE models based on trained data, test the model with
historical data, and use qualifuing models on live data or other
historical untested data.

co3168A.6 CREATING
SOLVE real world problems using predictive modeling techniques
on a real- world data set

Semester III SE_IL-BA_II 317 BA- E Commerce Analytics - I
CO

COGNITIVE
ABILITIES COURSE OUTCOMES

co317BA.1 REMEMBERING DESCRIBE the key concepts in e-commerce analyics.

co31.18A.2 UNDERSTANDING

DEMONSTRATE the use of analyics to drive profitability
throughout the

organization, and across the entire customer experience and lifecycle.

co317BA.3 APPLYING
SOLVE the unique problems in e-commerce, and transform data into
better decisions and customer expericnces.

co3l7BA.4 ANALYSING DISCOVER high-value insights via dashboards and visualization.

co317BA.5 EVALUATING

DEVELOP analyical approaches to improve ecommerce marketing
and advertising, understand customer behavior, increase conversion
rates, strengthen loyalty, optimize merchandising and product mix,
strcamline transactions, optimize product mix, and accurately
attribute sa1es.

co317BA.6 CREATING
FORMULATE the right analytics driven strategy for ecommerce
businesses.

Semester III SC_RABM_01 SC - RABM - 01 Agriculture and Indian Economy

CO
COGNITIVE
ABILITIES COURSE OUTCOMES

RABMOl.1 REMEMBERING
DEFINE the key terms in lndian Agriculture/Land Reforms/
economic holding.

RABMOI.2 UNDERSTANDINC

EXPLAIN the key terms in The place of agriculture in the national
economy/ The present position of Indian Agriculture with an
advanced management perspective.

RABMO1.3 APPLYING
IDENTIFY the various issues in the Agriculture Industry in India.
DEMONSTRATE their significance from the perspective of Indian
farmer & Indian Economy & business decision making.

Semester - III Specialization - Rural & Agri -Business Management (RABM)
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RABMO1.4 ANALYSING
EXAMINE the inter-relationships between various facets of
Agriculture & economy from the perspective of a farmer, Labour,
firm, industry, market, competition and business cycles.

RABMO1.5 EVALUATING
DEVELOP critical thinking based on changing pattem of ownership
and operational holdings in India, Farms size, Productivity/
Profitability and farm efficiency

RABMO1.6 CREATING
ANTICIPATE how other firms in an industry and consumers will
respond to economic decisions made by a business, and how to
incorporate these responses into their own decisions.

Semester III SE_RABM_03 SE - RABM - 03 Rural Credit and Finance

CO
COGNITIVE
ABILITIES COURSE OUTCOMES

RABMO3.1 REMEMBERING
RECALL the Role of Credit in Agriculture & Role of Agriculture in
Economic Development

RABMO3.2 UNDERSTANDING
LINDERSTAND the concept and special leatures ofco-operative
banking, Structure of the co-operative credit system in India

RABMO3.3 APPLYING Apply the theories of Agricultural finance with concept of credit

RABMO3.4 ANALYSING
ANALYZE Players and Approaches in Microfinance & Rural
Finance.

RABMO3.5 EVALUATING
EXPLAIN the triangle of microfinance and the role of BDS in rural
finance.

RABMO3.6 CREATING
Develop a plan to create awareness about different rural finance
gchemes

Semester III SE_RABM_03 SC - RABM - 04 Rural Marketing - I
CO

COGNITIVE
ABILITIES COURSE OUTCOMES

RABMO4.1 REMEMBERING
RECALL and REPRODUCE the various concepts, principles,
frameworks, and terms related to the function and role of marketing
in Rural areas.

RABM04.2 LINDERSTANDING

DISCUSS the Rural versus Urban Marketing concept and
ILLUSTRATE the role that marketing plays in the 'tool kit' of a
Rural Marketer

RABM04.3 APPLYING APPLY the models of consumer behavior in the rural market

RABMO4.4 ANALYSING
EXAMINE and LIST different aspects ol segmentation, targeting and
positioning, marketing environmental forces, consumer buying
behavior, in the context of rural marketing

RABMO4.5 EVALUATING
EVALUATE the challenges of Rural marketing research with
different approaches and tools

RABM04.6 CREATING
CREATE a new consumer behavior model on the nrral consumer
with the help of cases with mral marteting Bfr[6iieah'x
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Semester - III Specialization- Pharma & Health Care Management (pHCM)

Semester III SC - PHCM. 01 SC-PHCM- 0l Fundamental of Pharma and Healthcare Management

CO
COGNITIVE
ABILITIES COURSE OUTCOMES

PHCMOI.l REMEMBERING
DESCRIBE concept of Pharma and healthcare management and
FIND out the different role and responsibilities ofmanagers.

PHCMO1.2 UNDERSTANDING UNDERSTAND the different managerial functions of managers

PHCMOl.3 APPLYING
IDENTIFY right the motivation for right stakeholder in the
healthcare sector for effective delivery of service.

PHCMOl.4 ANALYSING ANALYZE modern Pharma and Healthcare models

PHCMOI.5 EVALUATING
EXPLAIN govemment initiatives to provide healthcare facilities in
gegh part of country

PHCMO1.6 CREATING
CONSTRUCT model to provide effective service in healthcare
management

Semester III SE _ PHCM. 03 SE-PHCM- 03 Strategic Planning & Healthcare Management

CO
COGNITI}'E
ABILITIES COURSE OUTCOMES

PHCMO3.1 REMEMBERING DEFINE strategy and DESCRIBE various types of Strategic planning

PHCMO3.2 LINDERSTANDING
EXPLAIN why Vision Mission needs to consider for strategy
formulation

PHCMO3.3 APPLYING
USE strategic planning to solve the management problem in
healthcare management

PHCMO3.4 ANALYSING
ANALYSE various management problem where it is required to take
strategic actions.

PHCMO3.5 EVALUATING
COMPARE various strategic formulations and the select right
stlategy

PHCMO3.6 CREATING Understand the problem and DEVELOP strategy to solve it.

Semester III SE - PHCM. 04 SE-PHCM- 04 Information Technology in Pharma and Healthcare

CO
COGNITIVE
ABILITIES COURSE OUTCOMES

PHCM04.1 REMEMBERING
IDENTIFY the different types of information required in Pharma and
Healthcare system

PHCMO4,2 LINDERSTANDING
DESCRIBE the different types of Networks and structure require to
establish computerize system in daily operations ,-"..-a
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PHCMO4.3 APPLYING
Identify the dilferent lntegrated Health information Systems used by
different Pharma and Healthcare companies

PHCMO4.4 ANALYSING
SIMPLIFY the process to maintain an electronic record, its analysis,
and Presentation for decision making

PHCMO4.5 EVALUATING
DETERMINE the various components require to develop Hospital
Information Systems (HlS)

PHCMO4.6 CREATING
DEVELOP architecture for routine business activities in pharma and
healthcare sector

Semester - III Speciali zation - Tourism & Hospitality Management (THM)

Semester III SC_THM-01 SC-THM-01 Fundamentals of Hospitality Management

CO
COGNITIVE
ABILITIES COURSE OUTCOMES

THMOI.l REMEMBERING DESCRIBE different types ofhotels & travel agents

THMOI.2 UNDERSTAND]NG
UNDERSTAND the basic functioning of star hotels, major
operational, Departments, govemment rulcs & regulations

THMOI.3 APPLYING
USE of flow charts & diagrams of various Hospitality Sectors to
know the hierarchv of the orsanization

THMO1.4 ANALYSING
EXAMINE current changes taking place in the Hotel & Tourism
Industry

THMOI.5 EVALUATING
EVAIUATE the changes required to improve traditional methods to
suit the current market fends.

THMO1.6 CREATING
DEVELOP Smart techniques adaptable to the present rnarket
scenario for better customer satisfaction

Semester III SE_THM-03 SE-THM-O3 Event Management

CO
COGNITIVE
ABILITIES COURSE OUTCOMES

THMO3.I REMEMBERING
DESCRIBE the fundamentals of event management & different types
of Events

THMO3.2 IINDERSTANDING
EXPLAIN the concepts ofEvents & guest requirements to plan an
event

THMO3.3 APPLYING DESICN & Budget an event from various perspectives

THMO3.4 ANALYSING
EXAMINE possible shortfalls on an event & create necessary back
up systems to avoid failures

THMO3.5 EVALUAT1NG COMPARE Success of an event in comparison to the set objectives

THMO3.6 CREATING
COMPOSE New concepts of the event with innovative ideas to leave
a lasting impression in the guest's mind along with achieving
organizational growth.
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SE-THM-04 Tourism pla and Development

COURSE OUTCOMES

ISCUSS Skuctures, Processes, policies of Tours_ O".rr*ti. A

UNDERSTANDING ERSTAND Forex & Documentations for Operations

PLY Knowledge to design attractive tours for clients

ANALYSING YZE Environmental impact & uduuntug.s of E[Effi

EVALUATING DETERMINE Environmental issues & adverse effects observed of
Tourist destinations

r.Jr\rr\ DacKup systems to lace crisis & emergencies Formulate
Tourism policies for safe & secured travel of

semester - rlr specialization - rnternationar Business Management (rB)

304 IB: Import Export Documentation and procedures

COURSE OUTCOMES

co304IB.1 ESCRIBE THE PROCESS OT NAM
CONTEXT OF BUSINESS

c0304rB.2 EXPLAIN THE IMPORT AND EXPORT TRANSACTIONS,
CLASSIFICATION AND VARIOUS PAYMENT TERMS

co304IB.3 APPLYING
ENTTFY vARrous TypES oF DOCUUONTS nEqutnnn
)R THE PROCEDURES INVOLVED IN IMPORT AND

VARIOUSDOCUM
RT AND EXPORT PROCESS

co304IB.5 EVALUATING EXPLAINPREANDPOSTM
RT PROCESS

DISCUSSONVARIOUS@
DOCUMENTATION AND PROCEDURES FOR IMPORT AND

312 lB: Cross Cultural ement and GIobal Lead

COURSE OUTCOMES

co312rB.1 DESCRIBE THE CONCEPT OF CUM
OF CROSS-CULTURAL MANAGEMENT



co312tB.2 UNDERSTANDING
OUTLINE THE CULTURALVALUES AND DIFFERENCES
WITH DIMENSIONS OF CULTURAL NORMS AND

co312rB.3 APPLYING
IDENTIFY VARIOUS FACTORS AFFECTING CULTURE AND
DECISION-MAKING MODELS ACROSS CULTURES

co31.2t8.4 ANALYSINC
EXAMINE THEORIES OF LEADERSHIP WITH LEADERSHIP
ACROSS CULTURES

co312IB.5 EVALUATING
EXPLAIN CULTURALLY INTELLIGENT LEADERSHIP IN
INTERNATIONAL TRADE

co312IB.6 CREATING
DISCUSS ON LEADING AND MANAGING MULTICULTURAL
TEAMS IN INTERNATIONAL CONTEXT

Semester III SE_IB.04 313 IB: International Business and Employment Laws

CO
COGNITIVE
ABILITIES COURSE OUTCOMES

co3 r 3IB.l REMEMBERING
DESCRIBE THE INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS CONTRACT IN
THE LEGAL FRAMEWORK OF INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS

co3l 3I8.2 LINDERSTANDING

EXPLAIN INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS LAWS PERTAINING
TO COMPETITION, COMPLIANCES, ARBITRATION, AND
CUSTOMS

co3 l3IR.3 APPLYING
IDENTIFY VARIOUS ASPECTS OF INTERNATIONAL TRADE
LAWS FORBUSINESS

co313IB.4 ANALYSING
EXAMINE INTERNATIONAL LEGAL TRADE TERMS FOR
THE APPLICABILITY AND SIGNIFICANCE IN
INTERNATIONAL BUSINES S

co313rB.s EVALUATING
EXPLAIN LEGAL ASPECTS INVOLVED IN THE IMPORT
EXPORT AND INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS

co3l3IB.6 CREATING
DISCUSS ON VARIOUS ASPECTS OF INTERNATIONAL
EMPLOYEMENT LAWS AND ISSUES

Semester IV
Semester IV GC_14 401 - Enterprise Performance Management

CO
COGNITIVE
ABILITIES COURSE OUTCOMES

co401.1 REMEMBERING
Enumerate the different parameters & facets of management control
of an enterprise.

co40t.2 L'NDERSTANDING
Illustrate the various techniques of enterprise performance
managemenl lor l aried sectors.

co401.3 UNDERSTANDING
Determine the applicability of various tools and metrics as a

perlormance evaluation & management tools.

co401.4 APPLYING
Analyse the key financial & non-financial attributes to evaluate
enterprise performance. -.<-Il-..-
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Semester IV GC_15 402 - Indian Ethos & Business Ethics

CO
COGNITIYE
ABILITIES COURSE OUTCOMES

co402.l RTMEMBERING
DESCRIBE major theories, concepts, terms, models and framework
oflndian ethos and business ethics. DISCOVER the contemporary
Issues in Business Ethics

co402.2 UNDERSTANDING
CLASSIFY and RECOGNIZE Karma, Karma yoga and discover
its relevance in business setting, ILLUSTRATE the business ethical
decision rationale derived from Indian Heritage Scriptures.

co402.3 UNDERSTANDING
APPLY Principles, Theories, Models and Framework of Indian
ethos and business ethics in order to incorporate value system in
work culturq and work place.

co402.4 APPLYING
DEVELOP and EXHIBIT analyical, problem solving skills, and
work ethos by COMPREHENSION and PRACTICE of Indian
ethos and value system

co402.5 ANALYSING
IMPLEMENT, EVALUATE, and FACILITATE ethical business
behavior and promote sustainable business ecology, improve
profitability, foster business relation and employee productivity.

co402.6 CREATING

ELABORATE Ethical dilemmas in different business areas of
marketing, HRM and Finance and ADApT dilemma resolution
interventions by referring to certain norms, theories and models of
Eastern Management.

Semester IY GE-UL-19 405 - Global Strategic Management

CO
COGNITIVE
ABILITIES COURSE OUTCOMES

co405.1 Remembering
Define the concept and key terms associated with the global strategi-
management.

co40s.2 Understanding Describe in detail global strategic alliance, merger and acquisitions.

co405.3 Applying
Demonstrate various global organisation models in global strategic
management context.

co40s.4 Alalyzing
Examine various entry and business-level strategies from global
strategic management prospective.

co40s.5 Evaluating
Explain globalization
to strategic management.

c0405.6 Creating
Design global strategies and understand their relative merits and
demerits.
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Semester lV GE-UL-20 406 - Technology Competition and Strategy

CO
COGNITIVE
ABILITIES COURSE OUTCOMES

c0406.1 Remembering DEFINE the key terms and concepts.

co406.2 Understanding
EXPLAIN how technology affects strategic interactions among firms
and consumers

co406.3 Applying DETERMINE the linkages Technology & Business Strategies

co406.4 Analyzing EXAMINE the technology environment of a firm.

co406.5 Evaluating APPRAISE the risks pertaining to technology and competition.

Semester IV GE-UL-2I 407 - Cyber Laws

CO
COGNITIVE
ABII,ITIF],S COURSE OUTCOMES

co407.t Remembering DEFINE the key terms and concepts pertaining to cyber laws.

co407.2 Understanding DESCRIBE the relevant legal provisions in detail.

co407.3 Applying
DETERMINE the applicability of the legal provisions in a specific
scenario.

co407.4 Analyzing
OUTLINE thc course of action in case of violation of the legal
provisions.

co407.s Evaluating
EXPLAIN the various legal, social and intemational issues and the
various remedies available under the Information Technology Act for
the breach and commission of offence in cyber space

Semester lV cE-uL-22 408 - Corporate Social Responsibility & Sustainability
CO C(J(;N-ITlVf,

ARII,ITIFS COURSE OUTCOMES

co408.1 REMEMBERING

Enumerate the different concepts, legislative provisions,
environmental aspects, best practices, complexity, scope, reports,
social lramework etc. related to CSR, business ethics & sustainabilitv
development.

co408.2 UNDERSTANDING

Compare different CSR theories, cases, dimensions of Sustainability
and demonstrate a multi stake holder perspective in viewing CSR,
Business ethics & Sustainabilitv issues etc.

co408.3 APPLYING
Apply the different models, theories, approaches, cases etc. for
implementation & monitoring of CSR activities & Sustainability and
its impact on corporate culture & society at large.

c0408.4 ANALYSING
Analyze the different reports, cases, various legal issues relating to
CSR, different sustainability reports and various national and global
initiatives related to CS8, Business ethics & Sustainability.

co408.5 EVALUATING
Evaluate the level of commitment of different organizations to CSn
Business ethics in attaining Sustainability development & show its
competitive advantages.

c()408.6 CRXATING
Create & Implement a CSR policy in attaining Sustain-ability
develooment and its impact on various stakeholders.-.illi}.t
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Semester - IV Specialization - Marketing Management (MKT)

Semester IV SC - MKT- 05 403 MKT: Marketing 4.0

CO
COGNITIVE
ABILITIES COTIRSE OUTCOMES

CO4O3MKT.1 REMEMBERING DESCRIBE the various concepts associated with Marketing 4.0

CO4O3MKT.2 LINDERSTANDING EXPLAIN the impofiance of 5A's in Marketing 4.0.

CO4O3MKT.3 APPLYINC
DEMONSTRATE the application of concepts of digital marketing,
new productivity metrics, Human centric marketing, Omni channel
marketing to the real world oldigital economy

CO4O3MKT.4 ANALYSING
DISTINGUISH between traditional and digital marketing practices in
given real world context to be the effective marketers.

CO4O3MKT.5 EVALUATING
ASSESS how Technology & connectivity has changed human life
and business in the context of real-world commodities, products &
services.

CO4O3MKT.6 CREATING
DEVELOP strategies to create WOW! Moments with customer
engagement

Semester IV SC _ MKT- 06 404 MKT: Marketing Strategy

CO
COGNITIVE
ABILITIES COIJRSE OUTCOMES

CO4O4MKT.1 REMEMBERING DISCOVER perspectives of market strategy.

CO4O4MKT.2 LI}]DERSTANDING
UNDERSTAND the intricacies of competitive marketing situations
and ways to handle each situation.

CO4O4MKT.3 APPLYING
BUILD a market strategy through integrating concepts like product
life cycle, adoption, and segmentation, branding, pricing,
distribution, and market communication.

CO4O4MKT.4 ANALYSING
ANALYSE a company's current situation through applying internal
and external analyses.

CO,10,1MKT.5 EVALUATING
EXPLAIN alternative ways to measure the outcome of market
strategies.

CO4O4MKT.6 CREATING
CREATE Corporate Advantage by exploring how the scope of firms
is influenced by resources that are shared across products.
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Semester IV SE _ IL - MKT- 13 409 MKT-Customer Relationship Management

CO
COGNITIVE
ABILITIES COTIRSE OUTCOMES

CO 4OgMKT I REMEMBERING
DEFINE and DESCRIBE basic concepts and theories related to
CRM.

CO 4O9MKT.2 L]]\]DERSTANDING
UNDERSTAND and EXPLAIN key concepts and theories associated
with CRM.

CO 4O9MKT.3 APPLYING
APPLY and ILLUSTRATE principles, theories and models of CRM
in B2B and B2C markets.

CO 4O9MKT.4 ANALYZING CLASSIFY Customer acquisition and retention strategies and
ANALYZE Customer database in CRM.

CO 4O9MKT.5 EVALUATING
EVALUATE suitability and effectiveness of CRM strategies in
specifi c marketing situation.

CO 4OgMKT.6 CREATING DEVELOP CRM strategies/plans for various B2B and B2C markets.

Semester IV SE _ IL - MKT- I4 410MKT: RuIal and Agriculture Marketing

CO
COGNITIVE
ABILITIES COI]RSE OUTCOMES

CO4lOMKT.l REMEMBERING
DEFINE various concepts related to Rural and Agricultural
Marketing

CO41OMKT.2 LNDERSTANDING

UNDERSTAND the rural consumer buying Behaviour, Rural
Marketing Mix, COMPARE Rural and Urban market on different
terms, Environment, and Consumer, Industrial and Agriculture
Market.

CO4lOMKT.3 APPLYING
APPLY knowledge and skills of Rural Marketing to design
marketing Mix strategies.

CO4I OMKT.4 ANALYSING
ILLUSTRATE the Rural product, Pricing and Distribution Strategies
wilh modern approach and challenges faced in rural Market and
emerging Models in Rural Market.

CO41OMKT.5 EVALUATING
EVALUATE the use of ICT in Agriculture Marketing with use of
various models in domestic and international Market.

CO41OMKT.6 CREATING
BUILD a model for Marketing of Agricultural products by using
marketing mix tools

Semester IV SE_ IL - MKT- I5 411 MKT: Tourism & Hospitality Marketing

CO
COGNITIVE
AB I LITIES COI]RSE OUTCOMES

CO 4I ] MKT.I REMEMBER ING
DEFINE core Concepts ofTourism and Hospitality industry and
IDENTIf Y various hospitality and tourism considerations

CO4I I MKT 2 LNDERSTANDING
DISCUSS and EXPLAIN ra.ious aspects o-offinJffiiiiifl
Marketing and EXEMPLIFY the various relat/OG'ik-{4}.
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CO4I I MKT.3 APPLYING
ORGANIZE and APPLY related numerical, pictorial and graphical
data and MAKE USE OF them into business information

co41 I MKT.4 ANALYSING

ANAL
and Tourism industry and NTEGRATE them for appropriate service
delivery through practical applications in the hospitality and tourism
industry.

CO4I I MKT.5 EVALUATING
CREATE Appropriate segmenting, targeting and positioning
strategies and DESIGN marketing mix for hospitality and tourism
industry.

co4 t l MKT.6 CREATING

FORMULATE overall functioning in hospitality and tourism
industry and PROPOSE a blend of legal and customer based
strategies to meet customer relationship marketing and face the
challenges.

SE _ IL - MKT- 16 412 MKT - Retail Marketing

COTIRSE OUTCOMES

CO 4I2 MKT.I various concepts associated with retail marketing
CO4I2 MKT.2 LAN the terms and concepts used in Retail Marketing

CO4I2 MKT.3 STRATE value creation & competitive advantage in Retail

ALYSE the contemporary issues affecting netait martetii!

CO4I2 MKT-5 EVALUATING ALUATE the effectiveness of Retail .ark"ting rnE uGd by-

CO412 MKT.6 FORMULATE effective retail marketin g strategy

413 MKT: Retai Analytics
COI]RSE OUTCOMES

co 413 MKT.l
TE the characteristics, opportunities and challenges of

Age Retailing, Digital Consumers Dynamics, List the data

CO 413 MKT.2 ERSTAND Consumer Buying Behavior and Trends in new age

CO 4I3 MKT.3 USE various kinds ofdata and tools lor performing Retailing

co 413 MKT.4 ANALYS ING
USTRATE the use ofvarious tools and frameworks for

CO 4 ]3 MKT.5 a variety of metrics and quantif, key outcomes in multiple

CO 413 MKT.6 BUILD value for Retail and Marketing by deri

lq,.6y



Semester fV SE _ IL - MKT. 18 414 MKT - Mrrketing to Emerging Markets & Bottom of the pyramid

CO
COGNITIVE
ABILITIES COURSE OUTCOMES

CO4I4MKT.l REMEMBERING
DESCRIBE the various practices and perspectives, concepts and
characteristics of emerging Markets and BOP markets. its size &

CO4I4MKT.2 L'NDERSTANDINC
EXPLAIN Characteristics, challenges and opportunities of Emerging
Markets, BOP markets and need of segmentation of BOP markets.

CO414MKT.3 APPLYING
APPLY principles, BOP Protocol and Criticism of Marketing to
BOP, to develop marketing decision-making skills for products and
services in BOP markets.

CO4I4MKT.4 ANALYSING
COMPARE AND CONTRAST between emerging markets,
developed markets and BOP markets

CO4I4MKT.5 EVALUATING
EVALUATE Demographic & economic scenario and Comparative
Advantage of emerging market countries and next 1 I .

CO4I4MKT.6 CREATING
DEVELOP Marketing strategy to Emerging Markets and elaborate
four elements of BOP strategy to relate it with the BRICS Market in
the context olreal-world marketing offering.

Semester IV Specialization - Financial Management (FIN)

Semester IV SC_FIN-05 403 FIN: Financial Laws

CO
COGNITIVE
ABILITIES COIJRSE OUTCOMES

co403.l Remembering Define and Describe the basic concepts related to Financial Laws

co403.2 Understanding
Illustrate the implications ofvarious laws, Explain concepts and
details ol various financial lau s.

co403.3 Applying Make use ofcontextual financial laws applicable to organisations.

co403.4 Analyzing Infer the application offinancial laws to organisations

co403. s Evaluating
Appraise and perceive the benefits ofapplicable laws to the
organisations.

404 FIN Current Trends & Cases in Finance

COGNITIVE
ABILITIES COI'RSE OUTCOMES

RIBE the concepts related to emerging areas of Microfinance,
Small finance banks, Payment Banks, Staft-Ups, SHG and

LAIN in detail, all the theoretical co

i"\.----.-,
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CO4O4FIN.3 APPLYING PLY the various theories and models olfinancial management in

C0404FIN.4 ANALYSING
ANALYSE the situation and decide the key financial as well as non-
financial elements involved in the situation.

CO4O4FIN.5 EVALUATING EVALUATE the financial impact of the altemative on the given case.

Semester IV SE_IL-FIN_2I 409 FIN- Fixed Income Securities

CO Cognitive Ability Course Outcomes

co40gFrN.l Remembering Describing the basic concepts ofFixed Income Securities

C04O9FIN.2 Understandins

Understanding the various types ofsecurities traded in the fixed
income market and the concepts related to the risk and retums ofthe
Fixed income securities

CO4O9FIN.3 Applying
Applying the knowledge offixed income securities for diversifying
the portlolio of investments

C04O9FIN.4 Analyzing
Predictive analysis ofthe economic outlook through yield curve
analysis

C04O9FIN.5 Evaluating devise the various investment strategies based on portfolio returns.

Semester IV SE_IL- FIN _ 22 410 FIN - Business Valuation

CO
COGNITIVE
ABILITIES COURSE OUTCOMES

co4l0.l REMEMBERING RECALL concepts ofvalue and valuation

co4t0.2 LNDERSTANDING EXPLAIN valuation process ofbusiness firms

co4l0.3 APPLYING CALCULATE business value using different techniques

co4 t 0.4 ANALYSING EXAMINE special factors to be considered in business valuation

c0410.5 EVALUATING
ASSESS the value ofthe firm in the light ofbusiness environment
and regulatory aspects

COTIRSE OUTCOMES

CO4I 1 FIN.l ibe various concept associated with risk management and

co4ltFtN.2 emplify the financial risk management processes, frameworks.

co4l tFlN.3
ine the various building blocks ofrisk managernent system

CO41IFIN.4 various risks associated with enterprise, banks,

CO41IFIN.5
ormulate the strategies to overcome with

interest rate risk, le!:al risk. asset liabil
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Semester IV SE_IL-FIN-24 412 FlN-Strategic Cost Management

CO
COGNITIVE
ABILITIES COURSE OUTCOMES

CO4l2FIN.I REMEMBERING
Remember the basic concepts, tools and techniques ofcost
management in the contemporary business environment and how it
has in fl uenced cost management

CO4I2FIN.2 UNDERSTANDTNG
EXPLAIN in detail, all the theorctical concepts taught through the
syllabus; diflerentiate between various costing techniques.

C04I2FIN.3 APPLYING
ILLUSTRATE contemporary management techniques and how they
are used in cost management to respond to the contemporary business
environment.

C0412FIN.4 ANALYSING
ANALYSE the situation and decide the key cost factors / elements
involved in the decision making

CO4I 2FIN-5 EVALUATING
FORMULATE new models and techniques for managing the cost
strategically in any business organization.

Semester IV SE _ IL. FIN _ 25 4I3FIN -Rural & Micro Finance

CO
COGNITIVE
ABILITIES COURSE OUTCOMES

co4 t3.1
REMEMBERING

DEFINE the key concepts of Microfinance and other terms
associated with it.

co413.2 LNDERSTANDI^\C
EXPLAIN and UNDERSTAND the relevance of Microfinance and
how its work towards rural development & growth.

co4l3.3 APPLYING
IDENTIFY Micro Finance Models and their contribution towards,
economic growth, povefty elimination , women empowerment and
gender equality.

co413.4 ANALYSING ANALYZE the linkage between MFIs and Rural development

co413.5 EVALIJATING
EVALUATE the significance and funding Microfinance Institutions
& Self-Help Group.

co4l3.6 CREATING
FORMULATE and DISCUSS Cases related to MF (Models) &Rural
development, Women Empowerment and Gender Equality.

Semester IV SE_IL-FIN-26 414 FIN: Reinsurance

CO
COGNITIVE
ABILITI ES CO TIRSE OUTCOMI],S

c0323.l REMEMBERING LNDERSTAND the major concepts and terms in Reinsurance

co323.2 LNJDERSTANDING EXPLAIN the execution and legal applications in insurance contracts

co323.3 APPLYING IDENTIFY the forms of reinsurance according to the cases

co323.4 ANALYSINC ANALYSE the insurer policy foraru*;
c0323.5 EVALUATING EVALUATE the insurer's security and ctal^ proy'ffi YaF]tDl

R
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Semester IV SE_IL-FIN_27 415 FIN: Agricultural Insurance

CO
COGNITIVE
ABILITIES COTIRSE OUTCOMES

CO4I5FIN.1 REMEMBERING
Recall the different terms related to Agriculture Insurance and
classifi cation of agricultural insurance products

CO415FIN.2 LNDERSTANDING
Understand the process of crop insurance and the Global outlook of
Agricultural insurance

C04I5FIN.3 APPLYING
Apply the agricultural insurance concepts and as-sess the lois and-
settlement amount

CO415FIN.4 ANALYSING
ANALYSE the regulatory mechanism and Govemment schemes for

agriculture insurance

CO4I5FIN.5 EVALUATING Evaluate the different types ofrisks involved in agriculture

Semester - IV Specialization: Human Resource Management

Semester IV SC_HRM.05 403 HRM - Organizational Diagnosis & Development

CO
COGNITIVI
ABILITIES COI]RSE OUTCOMES

cC)404.l REMEMBERING
DESCRIBE the majortheories, concepts, terms, models tools and
frameworks in the field of Organizational Diagnosis &
Development.

co404.2 UNDERSTANDING UNDERSTAND concept of OD and'intervention'

c0404.3 APPLYING
MAKE USE of the Theories, Models, Principles and

Frameworks of Organizational Diagnosis & Development in specific
organizational settings.

co404.4 ANALYSING
ANALYZE the external and internal environment with right
tool ofdiagnosis and review the role ofconsultant in OD.

co40,+.5 EVALUATING IDENTIFY AND MAP an intervention to organisational need

c0404.6 CREATING DESIGN the role ofthe consultant for an orsanisational issue

Semester IV SC-HRM-06 404 HRM: Current Trends & Cases in Human Resource Management

CO
COGNITIVE
ABILITIES COURSE OUTCOMES

CO4O4HRM.I REMEMBERING
DESCRIBE the conceptual framework of Digital Disruptions and its
impact on the current HR Trends.

CO4O4HRM.2 LI{DERSTANDING SUMMARIZE the impact of Current HR trends on HR Functions

CO4O4HRM.3 APPLYING
ILLUSTRATE value creation & competitive advantage of
Technology on current HR Trends ,.-:

CO4O4HRM.4 ANALYSING EXAMINE the changing role of HR e.ioriti", ffi
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CO4O4HRM.5 EVALUATING RATE upon the various types ofcurrent HR Trends

PLY the existing Tech tools to real time HRM Challenges and

Semester IV SE_ IL - HRM - 15 409 HRM: Labour Legislation

CO
COGNITIVE
ABILITIES COURSE OUTCOMES

c0409.l REMEMBERING AWARENESS about foundation of labor legislation.

co409.2 LNDERSTANDING
LNDERSTAND the legislation related to various labor and social
laws.

co409.3 APPLYING APPLY formulas ofspecific laws and calculate.

co409.4 ANALYSING
STUDY labor legislation and effective implementation of them
through case laws.

c0409.5 EVALI]ATTNG
REVIEW AND UNDERSTAND different labor legislations and its

amendments.

Semester IV SE _ IL. HRM - I6 410HRM : Designing HR Policies

CO
COGNITIVE
ABILITIES COIJRSE OUTCOMES

CO-4IOHRM I REMEMBERING IDENTIFY important points to be incorporated in HR Manual

co.4l0HRM.2 LNDERSTANDINC
LJNDERSTAND policy requirement for Recruitment & Selection
process

co.4l0HRM.3 APPLYING
PREPARE policies on employee benefits for an organization of
your choice

CO,41(]HRM.,1 ANALYSING
ILLUSTRATE steps involved in better employee relations &
grievance handling

co.4t0HRM.5 CREATING
CONSTRUCT various HR policies for an organization ofyour
choice

Semester IV SE_ IL- HRM - I7 411: Labour Economics and Costing

CO
COGNITIVE
ABI LITIES COI]RSE OUTCOMES

co4lt.1 REMEMBERING
IDENTIFY the basic concepts ofLabour Economics, Wage

Determination, Labour Productivity and Costin g.

co4tI.2 UNDERSTANDING
LTNDERSTANDING the Labour Markers in India with reference to
demand and supply ofLabour and Social Security Problems
associated to it. -1_^ 9-:\

co4tI.3 APPICATION
DETERMINATION of various Wage and Non-W

applicable in various sectors ofbusinesses. I
%.
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co4t1.4 ANALYSIS
IMPLEMENTATION of various theories of wage determination
in various business sectors.

co41 I .s EVALUATION
EVALUATION of Labour Cost Benefit Analysis of impoftant HR
functions.

co4l I _6 CREATION APPLICATION of social security of labours in various sectors.

Semester IV SE_ IL- HRM - I8 4I2HRM : Best Practices In HRM

CO
COGNITIVE
ABILITIES COT]RSE OUTCOMR,S

co.412HRM.1 REMEMBERING
DEFINE dynamic approach towards Human Resource activities and
practices.

co.4l2HRM.2 LNDERSTANDING EXPLAIN theoretical framework for best practices.

co.412HRM.3 APPLYING
IDENTIFY & CLASSIFY the practices according to the industry
and sub sectors ofthe industry.

co.412HRM.4
ANALYSING &
EVALUATING

COMPARE and DETERMINE various skill sets required at Human
Resource Section.

co.,1 l2HRM.s CREATING
PLAN a survey ofvarious industry and DEVELOP a trend analysis
ofHuman Resource Best Practices.

Semester IV SE_IL-HRM-I9 413: Employee Engagement and Ownership

CO
COGNITIVE
ABILITIES COT]RSE OUTCOMES

co413.1 REMEMBERINC
IDENTIFY the basic concepts of Employee Engagement and
Employee Ownership.

co413.2 LNDERSTANDING
LINDERSTANDING the various factors, models and metrics
involved in Employee engagement.

co4l3.3 APPICATION
DETERMINATION of various Employee Engagement Activities and
types of Employee Ownership pmcticed in all scales ofcompanies at
various sectors.

co4l3.4 ANALYSIS
IMPLEMENTATION of Engagement strategies and BUILDING
Engagernent Culture in companies.

co413.5 EVALUATION
EVALUATION of Employee engagement and Employee Ownership
and its impact on the performance ofbusinesses

co4l3.6 CREATION
APPLICATION of Employee engagement practices and Employee

Ownership at various sectors of industry. .,--<E;:\
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Semester IV SE ILHRM _ 20 414HRM : Leadership and Succession Planning

CO
COGNITIVE
ABILITIES COURSE OUTCOMES

CO.4I4HRM I REMEMBERING
IDENTIFY the basic concepts of leadership and succession
planning.

CO.4I4HRM 2 LINDERSTANDING UNDERSTANDING the modem theories and styles of leadership.

co.. 4HRM.3 APPLYING
IMPLEMENTING the appropriate succession plan through
leadership development

co.414HRM.4
ANALYSING &
EVALUATING

ANALYSING and EVALUATING the existing human capital.

CO.414HRM,5 CREATING
BUILDING appropriate Succession Plan required in an
organization.

Semester IV SE-IL.HRM-2I HRM: e-HRM

CO
COGNITIVE
ABILITIES COT]RSE OUTCOMES

CO3 I6HRM.1 Remembering ENUMERATE fundamental concept of HRIS

CO3I 6HRM.2 Understandins
UNDERSTAND various technology driven features that
can be adapted for HRM functions

CO3I6HRM.3 Applying DETERMINE, impact of technology on HRM functions.

CO316HRM.4 Analyzing ANALYSE issues regarding technology in HRM functions.

CO316HRM.5
Evaluating &

Creating

DEVELOP competencies needed to adapt technology in
HRM functions

Semester - IV Specialization: Operations & Supply Chain

Semester IV SC_OSCM-05 403 OSCM- E Supply Chains and Logistics

CO
COGNITIVE
ABILITIES COI]RSE OUTCOMES

co4030scM .1 REMEMBERING DESCRIBE the structure ofmodem days Logistics.

co,+030scM .2 LNDERSTANDING
EXPLAIN the key concepts of Supply Chain Management and the -
driving forces in contemporary Supply Chain Management.

co4030scM .3 APPLYING
IDENTIFY the various flows in real world supply chains and
Logistics. IDSCRIBE the importance of documentations.

co4030scM .4 ANALYSING
COMPARE and CONTRAST push and pull strategies in Supply
Chain Management. ANALYSE the impact of tracking system
linkage in Logistics.

co4030scM .5 EVALUATING EXPLAIN the key Operational Aspects of E Procuqq4fu--);
co4030scM .6 CREATING DEVELOP a framework for e-logistics /^+K'+rr\
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Semester IV SC_OSCM-06 404 OSCM- Industry 4.0

CO
COGNITIYE
ABILITIES COTIRSE OUTCOMES

co4040scM .l REMEMBERING DEFINE industrial revolutions and its different aspects.

co4040scM .2 LTNDERSTANDING EXPLAIN the role oftechnology pillars of Industry 4.0.

co4040scM .3 APPLYINC DEMONSTRATE the use of data in effective decision making.

co4040scM .4 ANALYSING
ILLUSTRATE the need ofcyber physical system lor sustainable
competitive advantage.

co4040scM .5 EVALUATING
EXPLAIN the challenges faced by various industries in full fledge
implementation of Industry 4.0

c()4040scM .6 CREATING
DEVELOP a framework for any organization using base ol Smart
Industry Readiness Index Proposed by Singapore EDB

Semester IV SE _ IL -OSCM _ 14 409 OSCM- Enterprise Resource Planning

CO
COGNITIVE
ABILITIES COURSE OUTCOMES

c04090scM.1 REMEMBERING
DESCRIBE the key concepts ofERP systems for manufacturing or
selice organizations.

co409 oscM.2 LNDERSTANDINC EXPLAIN the scope of common ERP Systems modules.

co409 0scM.3 APPLYTNG
DEVELOP basic understanding ofhow ERP enriches the business
organizations in achieving a multidimensional growth.

co409 0scM.4 ANALYSING
EXAMINE the challenges associated with implementing enterprise
slstems and their impacrs on organizations.

co409 oscM.5 EVALUATING JUSTIFY selection ofan appropriate ERP transition strategy.

co409 oscM.6 CREATING
FORMULATE best selection and implementation strategy in a real
setting.

Semester IV sE- IL -OSCM - r5 410 OSCM- World Class Manufacturing

CO
COGNITIVE
ABILITIES COURSE OUTCOMES

co4100scM.l REMEMBER ING
DEFINE the basic terms associated with Manufacturing Excellence
and World Claqs Manufacturing

co4l00scM.2 LNDERSTANDING
SUMMARIZE the features of various frameworks used for World
Class Manufacturing

co4 t00scM.3 APPLYING
IDENTIFY the challenges to manufacturing industry in the
information age

co4t00scM.4 ANALYSINC
ANALYZE the usage of lnformation management tools, Material
processing and handling tools.

co4100scM.5 EVALUATING
EVALUATE the country's preparedness lor World Class
Manufacturing ,<ffih\
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easurement system to determine the readiness for World Class

Semester IV sE IL -OSCtvt - 16 411 OSCM- Supply Chain Strategy

CO
COGNITIVE
ABI LITIES COI]RSE OUTCOMES

co4l loscM.l REMEMBERING DEFINE basic terms and concepts related to Strategy, Supply Chain

co4t toscM 2 LNDERSTANDING EXPLAIN the SC Components and Processes

co4110scM.3 APPLYING
ILLUSTRATE the importance of SC strategies on competitive
advantage.

co4l loscM.4 ANALYSING
OUTLINE a typical Supply Chain Model for a product / service and
ILLUSTRATE the linkages of strategies with real time issues using
Information Technology.

co4l loscM.5 EVALUATING EVALUATE and EXPLAIN impact of strategic decisions on SC

co4l l oscM.6 CREATING FORMULATE and DISCUSS a model for SCM strategies

Semester IV SE - IL -OSCM _ 17 412 OSCM- Financial Perspectives in Operations Management

CO
COGNITIVE
ABILITIES COI]RSE OUTCOMES

co4l20scM r REMEMBERING
REMEMBER basic concepts used in cost management, Budgeting
and activitv-based costing

co4r20scM.2 UNDERSTANDING
UNDERSTAND the importance of cost management as key to

profitability.

co4r20scM.3 APPLYING
CALCULATE NPV, PI, IRR, BCR, NBCR, Project cost overnrns
and cost control with Microsoft Excel.

co4120scM.4 ANALYSING Outline capital budgeting techniques used in Operations.

co4 r20scM.5 EVALUATING Explain the role ofFinancial Institutions in project financing
co4l20scM.6 CREATING Solve the real time issues involved in Operations and project

Management using appropriate method in order to reduce the costs.

Semester IV SE _ IL -OSCM _ 18 413 OSCM- Facilities Planning

CO
COGNITIVE
ABILITIES COI]RSE OUTCOMES

co4 r3(]scM. t REMEMBERING DESCRIBE the concepts and principles of Facilities Planning.

co4r30scM.2 LNDERSTANDINC EXPLAIN the key considerations in Facilities Planning.

co4l30scM.3 APPLYING ft"??;lo'u 
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c04100scM.6 CREATING
t system to determine the readiness for World Class
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Semester IV sE - rL -oscM - 16 411 OSCM- Supply Chain Strategy

CO
COGNITIVE
ABII,ITIES COURSE OUTCOMES

co41 roscM. r REMEMBERIN.G DEFINE basic terms and concepts related to Strategy, Supply Chain

co4l toscM.2 UNDERSTANDING EXPLAIN the SC Components and Processes

co4t loscM.3 APPLYING
ILLUSTRATE the importance of SC strategies on competitive
advantage.

CO4I1OSCM,4 ANALYSING
OUTLINE a typical Supply Chain Model for a product / sewice and

ILLUSTRATE the linkages of strategies with real time issues using
Information Technoloqy.

co4l l oscM.5 EVALUATING EVALUATE and EXPLAIN impact of strategic decisions on SC

co4t 1 0scM.6 CREATING FORMULATE and DISCUSS a model for SCM strategies

Semester IV sE - IL -OSCM - 1' 412 OSCM- Financial Perspectives in Operations Management

CO
COGNITIYE
ABILITIES COURSE OUTCOMES

c04l20scM.1 REMEMBERING
REMEMBER basic concepts used in cost management, Budgeting
and activitv-based costins

c()412()scM.2 UNDERSTANDING
UNDERSTAND the importance of cost management as key to

profitability.

co4l20scM.3 APPLYING
CALCULATE NPV, Pl, lRR, BCR, NBCR, Project cost overruns
and cost control with Microsoft Excel.

co4l20scM.4 ANALYSING Outline capital budgeting techniques used in Operations.

C0412OSCM,5 EVALUATING Explain the role ofFinancial Institutions in project financing

co4120scM.6 CREATING Solve the real time issues involved in Operations and Project
Management using appropriate method in order to reduce the costs.

Semester IV SE - IL -OSCM - I 413 OSCM- Facilities Planning

CO
COGNITIVE
ABILITIES COURSE OUTCOMES

co4l30scM.l REMEMBERING DESCRIBE the concepts and principles ofFacilities Planning.

co4r30scM.2 UNDERSTANDING EXPLAIN the key considerations in Facilities Planning.

co4r3oscM.3 APPLYINC
ILLUSTRATE the use of the concepts and principles of Facilities

Plannins.



Semester - IV Specialization: Business Analytics

Semester TV SC_BA-05 403 BA- Economics of Network Industries

CO
COGNITIVE
ABILITIES COI]RSE OUTCOMES

co403BA.l REMEMBERING
APPRECIATE the differences in the nature of information goods as

opposed to traditional goods and services.

co403BA .2 UNDERSTANDING DESCRIBE the characteristics ofthe markets for network products.

co403BA.3 APPLYINC

ILLUSRTRATE the characteristics ofthe cost structure of
information goods and its implications for pricing of information
goods w.r.t. price discrimination, versioning of information goods,
and bundling

co403BA.4 ANALYSING
COMPARE and CONTRAST the pros and cons of keeping products
compatible, and strategic aspects ofthe decision regarding
compatibility.

co403BA .5 EVALUATING
EVALUATE the role of complementary products, compatibility and
standards, switching costs and lock-in in network industries.

co403BA .6 CREATING
DISCUSS the economics of Intemet advertising, and the business
model ofzero pricing.

Semester IV SC_BA-06 404 BA- Artificial Intelligence in Business Applications

CO
COGNITIVE
ABILITIES COT]RSE OUTCOMES

co404BA.l REMEMBERING
IDENTIFY KNOWLEDGE associated and represent it by logical
sequence and plan a strategy to solve given problem

co404BA.2 LINDERSTANDING UNDERSTAND AI's fundamental concepts and methods.

co404BA .3 APPLYING
APPLY various machine Iearning algorithms on structured data to
develop machine learning models.

CO40.1BA .4 ANALYSING
ACQUIRE advanced Data ANALYSIS SKILLS through algorithm
and search processes.

co404BA.5 EVALUATING SELECT logical and functional process to develop the model

co404BA .6 CREATINC
CREATESOLUTIONSfoT@
techniques.

Semester IV SE_IL-BA-13 409 BA- E Commerce Analytics - II
CO

COGNITIVE
ABILITIES COURSE OUTCOMES

co409BA. r REMEMBERING DESCRIBEthekeyconceprsin.-.ornln"r.ffi-$tc$\
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c0409BA.2
UNDERSTANDIN

ONSTRATE the use of analltics to drive profitability
the organization, and across the entire customer
and lifr

co409BA.3 APPLYING
SOLVE the unique problems in e-commerce, and transform data into
befler decisions and customer experiences.

co409BA.4 ANALYSING DISCOVER high-value insights via dashboards and visualization.

co409BA.5 EVALUATING

DEVELOP analy,tical approaches to improve ecommerce marketing
and adveftising, understand customer behavior, increase conversion
rates, strengthen loyalty, optimize merchandising and product mix,
streamline transactions, optimize product mix, and accurately
attribute sales.

co409BA.6 CREATING FORMULATE the right analytics driven strategy lor ecommerce
businesses.

Semester IV SE_IL-84.14 4108A: Healthcare Analytics

CO
COGNITIVE
ABILITIES COTIRSE OUTCOMES

co4l ORA. I REMEMBERING DESCRIBE the key terms in healthcare data analyics

co4l0BA.2 UNDERSTANDING EXPLAIN the fundamental concepts in Health Care Analyics

c0410BA.3

c0410BA.4

APPLYING

ANALYSING

ILLUSTRATE the use of specific tools and techniques to design
effective ways ofhandling, retrieving, analyzing, and making use of
healthcare data

EXAMINE the issues associated with the applications of intelligent
data acquisition, processing, and analysis ofhealthcare data

c04l0BA.5 EVALUATING
EXPLAIN the perspectives ofhealthcare related opportunities for
developing new analyical approaches.

c04l0BA.6 CREATING
ADAPT healthcare data anal)tics for improving the health and well-
being of people.

411 BA- Watson

COURSE OUTCOMES

co4l lBA.t the key aspects ofcognitive computing and Watson.

RIBE & DISCUSS the conceptual components and practical

MAKE USE OF Watson platform and its underlying technologies for
natural language processing and question answering in particular.

co4l tBA.4 ILLUSTRATE the various use cases of Watson.

EXPLAIN fundamentals of IBM Cloud and

s*



co411BA.6
a Customer Complaints Analyzer using Watson Natural

Semester IV SE_IL-BA_16 4l2BA- Scala and Spark

CO
COGNITIVE
ABILITIES COTIRSE OUTCOMES

co4l2BA.l REMEMBERINC DESCRIBE the ecosystem associated with SCALA and SPARK.

co4t2BA.2 UNDERSTANDING ILLUSTRATE the use of SPARK and SCALA.

co412BA.3 APPLYING
USE the core RDD and DataFrame APIs to perform anall,tics on
datasets with Scala.

co412BA.4 ANALYSING
EXAMINE how and when it differs from familiar programm ing
models

c04l2BA.s EVALUATING READ data from persistent storage and Ioad it into Apache Spark.

co4tzBA.6 CREATING MANIPULATE data with Spark and Scala

Semester - IV Specialization - Rural & Agri -Business Management (RABM)

Semester IV SC-RABM_02 SE - RABM - 02 ICT for Agriculture Management

CO
COGNITIVE
ABI LITIES COTIRSE OUTCOMES

RABM02.I REMEMBERING RECALL the basic terminologies related to ICT

RABM02.2 Lrl\IDERSTANDINC
UNDERSTAND the use of ICT with different aspects & various
issues & challenges for ICT information services

RABM02.3 APPLYING Apply the GIS Applications in micro resource mapping

RABM02.4 ANALYSING
ANALYZE the different tools and techniques used under ICT in
Agriculture Management

RABM02.5 EVALUATING EVALUATE the common ICT platforms for information services

RABM02.6 CREATING CHOOSE the right ICT as per the requirement of agriculture activity

Semester IV SE_ RABM _ 05 SE - RABM - 05 Agri - Entrepreneurship

CO
COGNTTIVE
ABILITI ES

COURSE OUTCOMES

RABM05.I REMEMBERING
DEFINE the term rural entrepreneurship and ENUMERATE factors
that suppoft women's participation in rural entrepreneurship

RABM05.2 LNDERSTANDlNG UNDERSTAND the Process of entrepreneurship, aims, and barriers

RABM05.3 APPLYING APPLY different ICT in Rural entrepreneurship development.

RABMO5.4 ANALYSING
Analyze the importance of IT in rural lndia and role of entrepreneur
in rural development.
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RABM05.5 EVALUATING
EVALUATE the rural capabilities, Endowment of Skill sets and

resources in rural India

Semester - IV Specialization - Pharma & Health Care Management pIrcMy

the business plan,
PO

considering rural development &

Semester IV SE-RABM_06 SE - RABM - 06 Rural Marketing II
CO

COGNITIVE
ABILITIES COIIRSE OUTCOMES

RABMO6.I REMEMBERING
DESCRIBE the key terms as@
marketing.

RA BMO6.2 LNDERSTANDING
COMPARE and CONTRAST various approaches to pricing for a
real world marketing offering in both rural and urban markets

RABM06.3 APPLYING DEMONSTRATE an understanding of Framework of IMC

RABMO6.4 ANALYSING
EXAMINE the various distribution Stratesies of a rcal-world
Irrarketing offering

RABM06.5 EVALUATING
EXPLAIN the rising organized rural retailing, malls & Go.',,ernment
in itiatives

RABM06.6 CREATING DESIGN the Promotion Strategy in rural marketing

Semester IV SC * PHCM- 02 PHCM- 02 Pharma and Healthcare regulatory environment in India

CO
COGNITIVE
ABILITI ES

COIIRSE OUTCOMES

PHCMOz.I REMEMBERING
IDENTIFY various environmental factors affecting on Pharma and
Healthcare industry

PHCMO2.2 UNDERSTANDINC
TNDERSTAND various laws applicable to pharma and Healthcare
ind ustrv

PHCM02.3 APPLYING
Understand the situation and identity right legal way to solve the
problem.

PHCMO2.4 ANALYSING
ANALYSE steps involved in Intellectual Property Rights
registrations

PHCM02.5 EVALUATING
CHOOSE the right type of IPR as per the content and work available
to protect.

PHCM02.6 CREATING
Elaboratethedillerentlawsderelopedty.or,sirrriptfrOq_il]]]r{
and prorecr Pharma and Heallhcare secror /..Lh(9;\
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Semester IV SE _ PHCM. 05 SE-PHCM- 05 Pharmaceutical Import and Export

CO
COGNITIVE
ABILITIES COURSE OUTCOMES

PHCMOs.l REMEMBERING DEFNE the various concepts related to impoft and expoft procedure

PHCM05.2 LNDERSTANDING
DISCUSS various steps involved in export procedures of
pharmaceutical product

PHCMO5.3 APPLYING IDENTIFY the international market for pharmaceutical product

PHCMO5.4 ANALYSING ANALYZE different payments methods used in international trade

PHCMO5.5 EVALUATING
DETERMINE various rules and regulations related to expoft
procedures of pharmaceutical product

PHCMO5.6 CREATING CHOOSE right product for the right Intemational market.

Semester fV SE - PHCM- 06 SE-PHCM- 06 Entrepreneurship in Pharma and Healthcare

CO
COGNITIVE
ABILITIES COURSE OUTCOMES

PHCMO6.I REMEMBERING
DEFINE the key terms, LIST the Attributes and Characteristics oI
Entrepreneurs feature and ENUMERATE the Factors influencing
Entrepreneurshin GroMh.

PHCM06-2 LNDERSTANDING DISCUSS the various theories of entrepreneursh ip.

PHCMO6.3 APPLYING
CONSTRUCT a framework for a typical EDP for the Pharma
industry

PHCMO6.4 ANALYSING
EXAMINE the role of Govemment and various support
organizations in encouraging and supporting Entrepreneurship.

PHCM06.5 EVALUATING
COMPOSE an inventory ofpossible entrepreneurial opponunities in
contemporary local, regional and national the context for Pharma and
Healthcare sector.

PHCMO6.6 CREATING
BUILD a business plan for an entrepreneurial pharma ofhealthcare
venture.

Semester - IV Specialization - Tourism & Hospitality Management (THlVt)

Semester IV SC_THM-02 SC-THM-02 Tourism and Travel Management

CO
COGNITIVE
ABILITIES COLTRSE OUTCOMES

THM02.I REMEMBERING
DEFINE the various components ofthe Tourism Industry & Types of
Tourism

THM02.2 LNDERSTANDINC
UNDERSTAND basic operations of a Travel Agency & tour
conduction

THM02.3 APPLYING
EXECUTE theoretical knowledge to design various tour packages &
work on costing for the packages dFli]l
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THM02.4 ANALYSING
changing trends in Travel & Transport industry- Domestic &

THMO2.5 EVALUATING
INTERPRET the impacts ofTourism Industry globally & practicing
ofEco- Tourism

THM02.6 CREATING
BUILD new concepts ofEco-Tourism according to customer
requirements

Semester IV SE_THM-05 SE-THM-05 Strategic Hospitality Management

CO
COGNITIVE
ABILITIES COI]RSE OUTCOMES

THMO5.I REMEMBERING
DEFINE Concept & process of Strategic thinking Major Players of
Hospitality & Travel Industry

THMO5.2 L]NDERSTANDING
DISCUSS Strategic management for various organizations factors
infl uencing strategy formulations

THMO5.3 APPLYING
IMPLEMENT strategies for Hotels & Travel Agents with the help of
structured designs & flow charts

THMO5.4 ANALYSINC
ANALYSE Suitable strategies for different Hospitality sectors with
consideration to micro & macro environments

THMO5.5 EVALUATING
EVALUATE Current market scenario & suggest strategies that can

be utilized for the benefits ofthe company

THMO5.6 CREAT]NG
DEVELOP Strategies for standalone units, a chain of hotels, small
and large travel agents International strategies for small & bis olavers

Semester fV SE-THM-06 SE-THM-06 Revenue Management for Hospitalify

CO
COGNITIVE
ABI LITIES COTIRSE OUTCOMES

THMO6.1 REMEMBERING
DESCRIBE Basic
revenue

concepts & terminologies related to finance &

THMO6.2 UNDERSTANDING
EXPLAIN Flow ofcash, capital, investment, loan & generation of
revenue from various sectors of Hospitality Franchising, leasing &
renting out properties

THMO6.3 APPLYING
DETERMINE the utilization of available funds for business
marimization

THMO6.4 ANALYSING To ANALYSE Financial status of the organisation

THMO6.5 EVALUATING
MEASURE the relation between income & outflow of revenue,
profit & loss oforganization Budgeting ofrequired necessities
Forecasting business & making necessary investments

THMO6.6 CREATING
DEVELOP Business plan for future prospectus oforganization
Business proposals & expansions
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Semester - IV Specialization - International Business Management (IB)

Semester IV SC_IB-02 404 IB: Global Trade and Logistics Management

CO
COGNITIYE
ABILITIES COI]RSE OUTCOMES

c0404rB.1 REMEMBERING
DESCRIBE THE ECONOMIC SIGN]FICANCE OF TRADE
ALONC WITH THE LOGISTICS PROCESSES

cC)404TR.2 LINDERSTANDING
EXPLAIN INTERNATIONAL TRADE THEORIES AND
APPLICATIONS IN BUSINESS

c0404rB.3 APPLYING
IDENTIFY VARIOUS ENVIRONMENTAL FACTORS
ASSOCIATED WITH INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS

c0404rB.4 ANALYSING
EXAMINE VARIOUS MODES AND PRACTICES OF

INTERNATIONAL LOGISTICS

co404IB.5 EVALUATING
EXPLAIN THE ACTIVITIES INVLOLVED IN ENTIRE
LOGISTICS PROCESSS IN INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS

co404rB.6 CREATING
DEVELOP THE APPROPRIATE STTRATEGY OF OPERATIONS
FOR GLOBAL TRADE AND LOGISTICS

Semester IV SE _ IB. 05 409 IB: Global Competitiveness, Yalue Chains and Alliances

CO
COGNITIVE
ABI LITIES COURSE OUTCOMES

co409rB. r REMEMBERING
DESCRIBE THE CONCEPT OF GLOBALISATION AND
GLOBAL COMPETITIVENESS IN INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS

co409tB.2 L]I\]DERSTANDING

EXPLAIN THE EFFICACY OF THE FOREIGN
COLLABORATIONS AND JOINT VENTURES
INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS

IN

c0409tB.3 APPLYING
IDENTIFY VARIOUS ELEMENTS OF VALUE CHAIN
INVOLVED IN IMPORT AND EXPORT BUSINESS

c0409tB.4 ANALYSING
EXAMINE VARIOUS FACTORS OF INTERNATIONAL SUPPLY CHAIN
DESIGN AND GLOBAL PROCUREMENT AND DISTRIBUTION

c0409rB.s EVALUATING
EVALUATE THE GLOBAL COMPETITIVENESS INDEX FOR
INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS

co409rB.6 CREATING
DISCUSS ON ROLE AND SIGNIFICANCE OF STRATEGIC
ALLIANCES IN INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS CONTEXT
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Semester IV SE - IB- 06 410IB: Internalional Banking ard Foreign Exchange Management

CO
COGNITIVE
ABILITIES COTIRSE OUTCOMES

CO4IOIB.I REMEMBERING
DESCRIBE THE CTIARACTERISTICS A5P 51651P16A568 6P
INTERNATIONAL BANKING

co4l0tB.2 L[.JDERSTANDING
EXPLAIN THE RELEVANCE OF MONEY MARKETAND
MONITORY POLICY IN INTERNATIONAL BANKING

co4l0tB.3 APPLYING IDENTIFY VARIOUS TYPES OF FOREIGN EXCHANGE
MARKETS AND TRANSACTIONS

c04l0tB.4 ANALYSING
EXAMINE SUPPLY AND DEMAND VIEW OF EXCHANGE
RATES IN INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS

c04l0tB.5 EVALUATING
EXPLAIN THE EXCHANGE RATE RISK AND EXPOSURE IN
INTERNATIONAL MARKETS

c04l0IB.6 CREATING
DISCUSS ON LINKAGES OF INTERNATIONAL BANKINC
AND FOREIGN EXCHANGE WITH INTERNATIONAL
BUSINESS
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